
Electricity:
Technology

Development 5
enewable energy technologies (RETs) have the potential
to contribute significantly to electricity supplies in a cost-
effective and environmentally sound manner. More than
one-third of all U.S. energy goes to producing electricity,

so the market for generating technologies is huge. 1 Bioenergy,
geothermal, hydropower,2 photovoltaic (PV), solar thermal, and
wind RETs are discussed in this chapter. The cost of these
technologies over time, their potential environmental impacts,
and the nature and degree of their respective contributions will
vary with the particular RET and its relative maturity, the locally
available renewable energy resources, the specific application,
and the effectiveness with which a variety of market challenges
are met. Other technologies, such as ocean thermal energy con-
version and solar ponds, appear to have less potential and have
been dropped from federal research, development, and demon-
stration (RD&D) efforts; they are not discussed here.

This chapter examines four themes: 1) the status and role of
RETs applicable in the electricity sector, and their associated in-
dustries, 2) the integration of these RETs into remote applications
and electricity grids, 3) RD&D challenges that need to be over-
come in order to commercialize these technologies, and 4) techni-
cal and policy issues associated with further development of

1 The electricity sector share of U.S. energy consumption has increased from 25 per-
cent in 1970 to 36 percent in 1990.

2 Hy&oPwer,  of course, has long been  a major low-cost contributor to U.S. and

world electricity supplies. In 1992, hydropower provided 8.5 percent of U.S. electricity.
See U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Annlial  Energ}}  Re-
view, 1992, USDOHEIA Report 0384(92) (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing
OffIce, June 1993).
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Fossil fuels currently power most electricity generation in the United States. Steam boilers, gas tur-

bines, and diesel engines are the primary fossil-fueled technologies today New technologies becoming

available Include fluidized bed systems for more efficiently and cleanly burning coal, gasification systems
for gasifying coal as a fuel for gas turbines, various combinations of gas turbines and steam turbines in

“combined cycles” so as to Improve overall system efficiency, and advanced gas turbine cycles such as

the combined cycle or the intercooled steam-injected gas turbine Efficiencies of advanced cycles are

expected to reach 60 percent and above within two decades. I

Costs of electricity from various fossil-fueled systems typically range from roughly 4¢ to 6¢/kWh for
baseload systems and higher for load following and peaking power These costs depend strongly on the

availability and price of fuel. Fossil-fueled systems have relatively low capital costs, high reliabilities, and a
well-developed base of experience, this makes them formidable competitors to renewable energy technol-

ogies (RETs). Technical advances will allow fossil-fuel technologies to continue to be formidable competi-

tors with RETs for some time to come.

‘ Douglas J Smith, “Advanced Gas Turbines Provide High Eff[clency and Low Emlss!ons  Power Engineenng, March 1994, pp
23-27, and Paolo Chlesa et al , “Predlctlng the Ultlmate Performance of Advanced Power Cycles Based on Very High Temperature
Gas Turbine Eng!nes, ” paper presented at the American Soc!ety of Mechanical Engineers, Gas Turbine Congress, Clnclnnati, OH,
1993

RETs for electricity generation. Chapter 6 com-
plements this chapter by exploring many of the fi-
nancial and institutional issues associated with
RETs in electric power applications.

The cost of electricity generated by several of
these RETs has dropped sharply over the past two
decades with technological advances and modest
commercialization efforts. For example, the cost
of PV-generated electricity decreased by a factor
of three and the cost of wind-generated electricity
decreased by a factor of five between 1984 and
1994. Substantial field experience has been
gained with several of these RETs as well. For ex-
ample, some 8 GW of bioenergy, 2 GW of geo-
thermal, 1.7 GW of wind, and 354 MW of solar
thermal electricity-generating capacity were
installed in the United States, and some 190 MW
of PV capacity was installed globally between
1980 and 1990.

RETs such as biomass, geothermal, hydro, and
wind can be cost-competitive with conventional
energy technologies today (see box 5-1 ), depend-
ing on resource availability andlor cost. (Their use
may be limited, however, by a variety of financial,
tax, and institutional challenges, as described in

chapter 6.) Other RETs, such as PVS and solar
thermal, are generally more expensive and are cur-
rently limited to higher value applications, but
have the potential to be widely competitive in the
mid-term.

Electricity generation costs for several of these
RETs are widely expected to continue to decline
with further RD&D and as markets continue to de-
velop and allow larger scale production and
associated economies of scale and learning. This
will make these technologies cost-effective in an
increasingly wide range of applications even
without considering their environmental benefhs.
Cost, performance, and market advances for each
of these technologies and their applications are
discussed below.

RENEWABLE ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES
AND INDUSTRIES
Renewable resources in the United States are very
large, with one or more resources available almost
everywhere. As discussed in chapter 1, site speci-
ficity, availability, and resource intensity need to
be addressed in any particular application. The
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status and potential of these renewable energy re-
sources and technologies,3 and the industries that
are developing and applying them, have changed
significantly in the past two decades.

I Biomass
Biomass residues have long been burned by the
forest products and other industries to generate
process steam and electricity. As discussed in
chapter 2, a growing awareness of the potential of
dedicated bioenergy crops to improve the environ-
ment (including offsetting sulfur oxides (S OX) and
greenhouse gas emissions (carbon dioxide) by
fossil fuels), aid the rural economy, and reduce
federal agricultural expenditures have prompted
renewed interest in this resource. Biomass re-
sources and technologies are described in box 5-2.

Roughly 8,000 MW of bioelectric4 capacity is
currently grid connected in the United States,
compared with less than 200 MW in 1979. Addi-
tional bioelectric capacity is operated off-grids
Steam turbines are now used. but a variety of new
fuel handling and energy conversion technologies
such as whole-tree burners and integrated gasifi-
cation advanced gas turbine systems (including
combined-cycle turbines and steam-injected gas
turbines) promise to nearly double current effi-
ciencies and substantially reduce costs (see box
5-2).

As biomass is “stored solar energy, ” it can be
used as needed to provide power in baseload or
load following applications (see box 5-3). This
makes biomass a very important complement to
intermittent renewable such as wind and solar,
which provide electricity only when the wind
blows or the sun shines. Biomass can also be co-
fired with coal, a potentially important near-term
application for reducing SOX emissions, among
other benefits, and thus may stimulate the market
for biomass production. Of course, the relative
value of biomass for electricity generation must
be compared with its use for producing liquid or
gaseous fuels (see chapter 4), for pulp and paper,
or for other applications.

The bioelectricity industry6 is among the most
diverse among RETs. It includes forest products
companies, such as Weyerhauser, which ha ve long
cogenerated electricity at pulp and paper plants, as
well as nonutility generators (NUGs) such as
Wheelbrator and Thermo Electron. Equipment
manufacturers include those that produce convey-
ing equipment, boilers, electrical machinery, and
controls. The industry also includes a number of
biomass-specific equipment manufacturers such
as Morbark Industries or Hallco Manufacturing.
The transition to advanced gas turbines will in-
clude manufacturers such as General Electric and
Pratt & Whitney. Engineering and construction

s RETS have ken exten~lve]y  reviewed eisewhere  and so are only briefly examined here. RETs not examined here include  ocean energy.
technologies (ocean thermal energy conversion, wave energy, tidal energy), additional bioenergy technologies (e.g., anaerobic digestion to
produce methane, municipal solid wastes), fuel cells (chapter 4), energy storage technologies, and new transmission and distribution technolo-
gies. For further information, see World Energy Council, Renewable Energy Resources: Opporfunllies  and Constraints /990 -2(?20 (London,

UK: World Energy Council, 1993); Thomas B. Johansson et al. (eds.),  Rene)table  Energy’:  ,%urcesjiir  Fuels and Elecfricify (Washington, DC:
Island Press, 1993); U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Conservation and Renewable Energy, “Renewable Energy Technology Evolutlon
Rationales, ’’draft, Oct. 5, 1990; California Energy Commission, Energy Techno/og}.  SmfusReport(Sacramento,  CA: June 1990); John Doyle et
al., Summary ofNe)t’ Genera(ion Technologies and Resources (San Ramon, CA: Pacific Gas and Electric Co., 1993); and American Solar Ener-
gy Society, Progres.\  in Solar Energy Technologies and Applications (Boulder, CO: January 1994).

4 Most of this capacity is based on burning wood from the forest products industry. Roughly 2,000 MW of municipal solid waste electricity-
generating capacity is also included in this estimate. Agricultural residues and landfill gas account, very roughly, for about 500 MW of capaci[y.

5 American solar Energy  Society, op. cit., footnote 3, p. 36.

6 For a more Comp]ete ]Is[ing  of companies active in developing bioenergy equipment and POwerphmts,  see “me 1995  International com-
petitive Power Industry Directory,” /ndependen/  Energ),  December 1994; and Susan Williams and Kevin Porter, Power P/a]s: Profiler of

America’s independent Renenuble Elec/riciry Developers (Washington, DC: Investor Responsibility Research Center, 1989).
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Biofuels—primarily from forest, agricultural, or municipal solid waste residues—currently provide

about 3 EJ (2.9 Quads) or 3.5 percent of U.S. primary energy (see table 2-2 in chapter 2) These

resources are now increasingly committed in some areas. For example, spot market prices for bio-

mass in northern California have sometimes reached $250 to $3.75/GJ ($2,60 to $3 90/MMBtu)

—as much as twice the normal cost, prompting the hauling of wood in from as far away as ldaho,2

Consequently, interest in growing dedicated energy crops has developed (see chapter 2),
The physical and chemical composition of biomass feedstocks varies widely, potentially requir-

ing some tailoring of fuel handling and/or conversion technologies to specific biofuels, The relatively

low bulk densities of biomass and large required collection areas limit the amount of biomass at any

given site, with implications for the choice of generation technology, system efficiencies, and econo-

mies of scale.

Technologies
To generate electricity, biomass can be cofired with coal in conventional coal plants, separately

burned in steam plants, or gasified to power gas turbines, fuel cells, or internal combustion engines,

among others,3 All of these uses of biomass are analogous to their fossil-fuel counterparts,

Virtually all biomass electric plants use steam turbines, which are generally small scale (typically

10 to 30 MW, with few over 50 MW) due to the limited amounts of biomass typically available at

particular sites. Thus, they usually do not incorporate certain heat recovery equipment common to
larger systems, and their efficiency tends to be low—l 7 to 23 percent in California, for example,4 A t

larger scale sites, efficiency is higher. For example, the 50 MW plant in Burlington, Vermont, has an

efficiency of 28 percent, In comparison, modern coal plants are much larger and typically run at 35

percent efficiency,5 Very-large-scale biomass steam plants would likely have efficiencies roughly

comparable to coal, but these scales may be limited by the large collection areas required and the

corresponding problems of land availability and transport cost,

Steam turbine technology is fairly mature and few advances are foreseen for biomass improve-

ments are possible, however, in biomass handling Whole-tree burners, for example, are under de-

velopment and may reduce the required handling, increase net energy efficiencies silghtly, and

avoid the cost of chipping the wood before burning It This might save about one-third of the cost of

harvesting and delivering the biomass to the powerplant.6

1 B!oenergy resources, technologies, and environmental Impacts are discussed at greater length [n Thomas B Johansson et al

(eds ), Renewable Errergy Sources forFue/sand  E/ectrlci~  (Washington, DC Island Press, 1993), U S Department of Energy, “Elec-

trlclty from Biomass Nahonal Biomass Power Program Five-Year Plan (FY 1994-FY 1998), ” draft, April 1993, Blalr G Swezey et al , The
Potent/a/ Impact of Extema/mes Conslderatlons on the Market for Bfomass Power Technologies, NREL’TP-462-5789 (Golden CO

Nahonal Renewable Energy Laboratory, February 1994), and Antares Group, Inc “Electrlclty  from B{omass An Enwronmental As-
sessment and Strategy, ” draft, January 1993

2 George A Hay Ill et al Summary of New Genera(/on Techno/og/es  and Resources (San Ramon, CA Paclflc Gas and Electrlc
Co , Jan 8, 1993)

3 Biomass can also be converted to ethanol, methanol, hydrogen, or pyrolysls OIIS, among others or burned for Space heat in the
residential/commercial sector or for process heat (n Industry

4 Jane Turnbull, Electrlc Power Research Institute, personal communicahon, August 1993 In comparison Wllllams and Larson

eshmate these efhclencles at 14 to 18 percent See Robert H WMams and Eric D Larson “Advanced Gaslflcatlon-Based Biomass

Power Generation, ” In Johansson et al (eds ), op cit , footnote 1
5 See, e g Electrlc power Research Institute, TAGTM Technlca/Assessment  Gude  E/ectrfclty SuPP/y—  1989 EPRI P-6587-L, VOI

1, Rev 6 (Palo Alto, CA September 1989)
6 Leslle Lamarre  “E/ectrlclty  from Whole Trees, ” EPR/Journa/, January/February 1994, pp 16-24 and Stephen A Johnston @ al ,

Who/e Tree Energy Dewgn, Report TR-t Ol 564, 2 VOIS (Palo Alto, CA Electric Power Research Institute December 1993
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A potentially higher efficiency and more economic alternative to the steam turbine is to gasify the

biomass and then use the gas generated to fuel a high-efficiency gas turbine system. Gasification/

gas turbine technologies are now being developed, primarily for coal. Biomass gasifies at lower

temperatures and more quickly than coal, reducing relative gasification costs After the biomass is

gasified, the gas products are cleaned of particulate and other contaminants before being burned

in a steam-injected gas turbine, a combined cycle, or other configuration.7 There appears to be a

basic understanding of the means for adequately cleaning gases for gas turbine applications with

either fluidized bed gasifiers8 or updraft gasifiers, although there has been no commercial demon-

stration of, in particular, alkali removal

Relatively small (5 to 100 MWe) biomass gasifier/gas turbine systems are expected to have much

higher efficiencies and lower unit capital costs (dollars per kilowatt hour) than steam turbine sys-

tems.g The upper end of this range is probably near the practical upper limit on the size of a bio-

mass Installation due to the cost of transporting large quantities of biomass long distances.

Some have also proposed to use fuel cells with biomass gasification systems in the longer term.

The relatively small scale of fuel cells might allow such systems to be located on a single farm, re-

ducing some of the transport and handling costs and benefiting farm income. ’” There remain, how-

ever, significant technical, logistical, managerial, and other challenges in realizing such systems

Biomass systems are now cost-competitive in many areas where a low-cost waste feedstock is

available. Higher cost dedicated energy crops used with these higher efficiency systems are pro-

jected to be cost-competitwe in the future across a wide range of conditions. The cost of biomass-

generated electricity is expected to be in the range of roughly 5¢ to 7.5¢/kWh in the year 2000 with

the introduction of advanced gasification-gas turbines or other high-performance systems. ’ Costs

WiII thereafter decline modestly with Incremental improvements in crops and equipment. The Electric

Power Research Institute recently estimated that biomass-generated electricity could cost as little as

4.6¢/kWh in the near term using whole tree burners 12

Environmental Impact
Burning or gasifying biomass in a powerplant generates much less sulfur oxides (SOX) than coal,

but—as with any combustion process—does produce nitrogen oxides (NOx), depending on the

combustion chamber temperatures It also generates particulate, volatile organic compounds, and

various toxics. Criteria pollutants such as carbon monoxide, NOX, SOX, and particulate are reason-

ably well understood, and emissions should meet air quality standards. 13

7 Hot gas cleanup avoids cost and efficiency penaloyords, and pressurization gasification avoids energy losses associated with

compressing the fuel gas after gasification It IS necessary, however, to remove trace amounts of alkali vapor from the gas before It

enters the gas turbine
8 E Kurkela et al , “Removal of Parhculates, Alkah, and Trace Metals from Pressurized FluId-Bed Biomass Gaslflcatlon Products—

Gas Cleanup for Gas Turbine Appllcatlons, ” Blornass and Wasfes XV Donald L Klass (ed ) (Chicago, IL Institute of Gas Technology,
1 991)

9 This also holds true even for much larger steam systems
I o see, e g Royal Resources Corp “Electro-Farming, ” Jan 1. 1994
I I u s Department of Energy, “Renewable  Energy Technology Evolutlon Rationales, ” draft, October 1990

12 NARUC  Halls Low-cost  po(entlal of Electricity from Biomass, pv”  So/af Lefte~ Jan 6, 1995, p 3

13 Antares Group, Inc Op Clt fOOtnOte  1

-. —
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There are significant daily, weekly, seasonal, and annual variations in power demand that a utility must

meet. The utility operates a range of different equipment so as to meet this variable demand in the most

cost-effective manner possible. This equipment is conventionally divided into three categories baseload,

Intermediate (or load following), and peaking. Operation of this equipment IS determined In part by equip-

ment costs and efficiencies, operating hours and part-load operation performance, fuel costs, and ramp

times (i.e., the time required to warm up the equipment for operation or to cool It down between operational

times). Potential equipment failure or other problems are met by reserve capacity.

Baseload. Baseload plants are used to meet the largely nonvarying round-the-clock load 1 These are

typically large (hundreds of MWs), relatively high capital cost ($1,500/kW) plants that use low-cost coal or

nuclear fuels, Their high capital cost2 is in large part a consequence of being designed to use low-cost

fuels, Because they are operated for much of the year, their high fixed costs can be spread over many

hours of operation,

Intermediate or /oad fo//owhg. As the name implies, intermediate plants fall between baseload and

peaking plants in terms of the amount of time they are operated, their capital cost, and their fuel cost, They

are operated to meet much of the normal daily variation in power demand

Peaking. Peaking plants are run for short periods of time In order to meet utlllty peak loads, such as

summer air conditioning peaks or winter heating peaks. As these plants are operated for short periods

over the year, there are few hours of operation to spread the fixed capital costs over. Consequently, much

effort IS made to minimize their capital cost. Low capital cost equipment requires premium fuels such as

natural gas and so fuel costs for these plants tend to be high, Utilities have Invested substantial time and

effort in Iimiting peak loads due to the expense of generating this power.

I Although there WIII likely be some varlatlon m output depending on the use of other generahon units
2 Note that ‘high” Capital cost here IS In thecontextof  conventional powerplants RETs may have a slmllar or hlghercaplfal  cost  but

lower fuel costs

firms that develop these powerplants include Bab-
cock & Wilcox and Foster Wheeler. By one esti-
mate, some 40 to 50 companies were involved in
or investigating developing bioenergy projects in
the mid- to late 1980s; that number has decreased
to perhaps 20 or fewer with recent consolida-
tions,7 increased competition from natural gas,
tightening bioenergy supplies in some areas, and
other factors.

Significant expansion of bioenergy use for
electricity will require the development of dedi-
cated feedstock supply systems, perhaps through
cooperative agreements between agricultural in-

terests and biomass powerplants (see chapter 2).
The long lead time and logistics of growing such
feedstocks is likely to be a more significant
constraint on the development of the bioenergy in-
dustry than manufacturing the equipment and
building the powerplant systems.

Research, Development, and
Demonstration Needs
RD&D needs include further developing: high-
productivity crop varieties (chapter 2); equipment
for feedstock harvesting, transport, and handling

7 Jan Hamrin and Nancy Rader, Investing in /he Future: A Regulator’s Guide fo Renew’abfes  (Washington. DC: National Association of

Regulatory Utility Commissioners, February 1993).
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(chapter 2): feedstock drying; gasification and hot
gas cleanup technologies (one of the most impor-
tant and challenging needs); slagging controls;
complete biomass gasification advanced gas tur-
bine systems; whole tree burner or other minimal
fuel preparation technologies; pyrolysis systems;
and biomass fuel cell systems. Some of these
technologies are ready for scale up and demonstra-
tion in pilot plants.

Successful development of these technolo-
gies—for example, improved crops, harvesting,
transport, and biomass gasification advanced gas
turbine systems-could lead to a viable industry
with considerable benefits for rural communities.
Further, if 50 GW of biomass electricity -generat-
ing capacity were realized by 2020,8 savings, for
example, of 1¢/kWh by these RD&D investments
would correspond to $3 billion (1995 constant
dollars) of annual savings in 2020.9 Discounted to
the present at a government rate of 5-percent real,
the savings over the 30-year lives of these power-
plants would have a present value of more than
$14 billion. 10 There would be additional potential
benefits to rural communities and to the environ-
ment (chapter 2). These savings are roughly 500
times the current annual federal investment in
bioelectric RD&D. Although this hypothetical
calculation is quite crude, it does suggest the po-
tentially very significant leverage these RD&D
investments could have.

| Geothermal
Geothermal electricity-generation systems ex-
tract heat from the ground to drive turbines. Mod-

Powerplant No 18 at The Geysers geothermal field m
northern Calffornla This plant consists of two 55-MW
single-flash units.

ern day use of geothermal energy began in 1913
with a 250-kW turbine in Italy, followed in 1923
by installation of a 250-kW turbine at The Gey-
sers, California, and other units at locations rang-
ing from Iceland to Zaire. Geothermal resources
and technologies are described in box 5-4.

Geothermal systems are typically operated as
baseload power; substantial variation in output
may damage the underground resources in some
cases. Geothermal systems can potentially also be
operated in hybrid configurations with natural gas
to improve overall output and economics of
both. 11 Direct use of geothermal energy for space
heating is possible as well.

Some 170 geothermal powerstations in 21
countries with 5,726 MW of electricity y generation
capacity are in operation.13 The United States has
the largest installed capacity with about 2,500

~~1~ much could & achieved by 2(.I ] () according (O Electric Power Research Institute, Srrafcg/e.$  for Ach/et’~ng  u Su.$(a;nable,  Cleun. und

CoSf-EffecfILKJ  Bromu.r,$ Re50urce  (Palo Alto, CA: 1993). This level ofdeployrnent  is unlikely undercurrent conditions. See chapter 2 fordetails.

‘Assuming  a 70-percent capacity factor, All costs are in 1992 dollars. Of course, higher cost bioelectric  sy~tems  would probab]}  not be

made use of as widely as lower cost bioelectric  systems.

I ~At a nlarket ra[e of I ()-percent real, this would have a present value of $3 billion, or ] 00 times the cuITent annual  rate of investment.

I I E]ec[rlc  power Research Ins[ltu[e,  Nu[ural GUS Hybrill P<m,er  Plan!.r for  Geothermal utI(i Biomuss Re.~ource.~,  EpRI Rp 1671-07 (p~10

Alto, CA: December 1992).
11 Johanf$on et al teds,) Op Cit., footnote 3; and U.S. Genera] Accounting office, Geothermal En@rg}’.  GAO  RCED-94_84 (washin~ton.,.

DC. June 1994).

1 \ Lynn McLafly, Dynco~.,  persona] communication, June I ~. 1995
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Geothermal energy IS heat energy inside the Earth—either remaming from the original formation of the

Earth or generated by the decay of radioactive isotopes inside the Earth. Only in particularly active areas,

such as in volcanic zones or along tectonic plates, IS geothermal energy sufficiently concentrated and near

the surface that it can be used economically,

Geothermal energy comes in four forms 1) hydrothermal fluids, 2) geopressured brines, 3) hot dry

rocks, and 4) magma. Hydrothermal fluids—the only commercial geothermal resource—are hot water or

steam in porous or fractured rock at depths of up to 4.5 km, and with temperatures ranging from 90°C to

360°C (190°F to 680°F), figure 5-1 maps their location,

Geopressured brines are hot, salty waters containing dissolved methane that lie at depths of 3 to 6 km

trapped under sediment layers at high pressures, with temperatures of 90°C to 200°C (1900F to 390°F),

Proposed systems to tap geopressured brines are generally hybrid systems, using both the geothermal

heat and burning the methane to generate power. Texas and Lousiana gulf coast areas hold the only major

geopressured resources identified to date (figure 5-1). Difficulties in extracting this resource include scal-

ing (depositing minerals on equipment), its relatively low temperature (150°C or 300oF in test wells), and

disposal of the brine produced, An experimental 1 -MW hybrid geopressured system at Pleasant Bayou,

Texas, has demonstrated the technical feasibility of using geopressured resources for power generation,

but the technology IS not yet cost-effective.

Hot dry rock (HDR) resources are regions of exceptionally hot rock, above 150°C (3000 F), that have Iittle

or no water in them Geothermal temperature gradients mapped in figure 5-1 Indicate the areas with the

greatest potential for generating electricity the higher the temperature gradient, the greater the potential,

Hot dry rock IS a very large potential resource, but needs further RD&D for it to become a cost-effechve

and commercially viable technology,

Magma is molten rock with temperatures of roughly 700°C to 1,200°C (1 ,300oF to 2,200oF) and typically

occurs at depths of 6 to 10 km Magma energy is the largest of all geothermal resources, but IS also the

most difficult to extract—for example, exposing the drilling equipment to extremely hot conditions and the

possible explosive release of hot pressurized gases, Cost-effective use of this resource appears unlikely

for the forseeable future.

Although commonly termed a renewable resource, geothermal energy can be depleted if oversub-

scribed. At The Geysers in Northern California, for example, typical pressures have dropped from the initial

level of 500 psi in 1960, at the start of development, to 200 psi by 19892 due to the more rapid removal of

underground water and vapor resources than the rate at which they were being naturally replaced, One

response in this particular case was to reinject water into the geothermal field. Whether this can bring the

field back to full productity remains to be seen Extraction of heat may also decline for other reasons. For

example, hot brines can leave mineral deposits (scale) on equipment or plug the pores of rocks as they are

removed, impeding further flow

‘ For a more detailed discussion, see H Christopher H Armstead and Jefferson W Tester, Heat Mmmg (New York, NY E &F N

Spon Publishers, 1983), M Economldes and P Ungemach, Ap@ed Geolherm/cs (New York, NY John Wiley & Sons), Thomas B

Johansson et al (eds ), Renewab/e Energy Sources for Fue/arrcf  E/ectrjc)ty (Washington, DC Island Press, 1993), L Y Bronlckl et al
World Energy Conference, “Geothermal Energy Status, Constralnls  and Opportumt[es, ” draft, April 1992, U S Department of Ener-

gy, Energy Information Admmlstratlon, Geotherrna/Energym the Western Urwtecf States and Hawall Resources and Projected E/ec-

frlclty Generation Supphes, DOE/E IA-0544 (Washington, DC September 1991 )
‘2 John  E Mock, testimony at hearings before the California Energy Conservation, Resources, and Development Commlsslon,

Sept 21, 1989
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Resource exploration and development requires identifying, characterizing, and tapping the resource

through well driling These technologies are similar to, but often more demanding than, those used in 011

and gas well drilling Recent development of slim-hole drilling may substantially lower costs for exploration

and characterization of the resource 3
1

Technologies
Technologies for utilizing geothermal resources for electricity production4 Include direct steam, single-

flash, double-flash, and binary systems The simplest technology IS the piping of hydrothermal steam di-

rectly from underground reservoirs to drive turbines According to the U S Geological Survey, high-quallty

steam resources are found in the United States only at The Geysers, Yellowstone National Park,5 and

Mount Lassen 6 About 1,700 MW of capacity IS based on direct steam and IS located at The Geysers

Single-flash units are similar, except that they make use of the much larger and more widespread re-

source of underground hot water instead of steam When this hot water IS pumped to the surface and the

deep underground pressures are reduced, it partially ‘ flashes” into steam in a flash-tank The steam then

drives the turbine

A double-flash system uses a second flash-tank that operates at pressures Intermediate between the

pressure of the first flash-tank and air pressure Double-flash systems are typically 10 to 20 percent more

efflcient than single-flash systems, but at the additional capital cost of the second flash-tank and related

equipment A Iittle over 600 MW of capacity in the United States IS based on single- or double-flash steam

units

Binary systems pump hot water to the surface and then use a heat exchanger to transfer the heat to a

working fluid This working fluid IS vaporized by the heat and then drives the turbine the cooled geother-

mal water IS returned underground via an injection well Binary systems can use lower temperature fluids

than IS economically possible with flash technologies Binary systems also have minimal atmospheric

emissions and reduced scale and corrosion of critical parts Binary plants tend to be small (5 to 10 MW)

and modular, and can often be quickly built and Installed Their primary disadvantages are higher capital

cost and some efficiency loss due to the heat exchanger Direct flash and binary systems are becoming

relativly mature technologically About 200 MW of capacity in the United States IS based on binary sys-

tems

These technologies generally need either air or water cooling for efflcient operation, just as for coal or

nuclear steam plants Water may be Iimited in some areas, using geothermal fluids for coollng—which are

I

I

I

3 H J Olson  Eleclrlc  power  Research  Instlfute,  “Geothermal Reservoir Assessment Based on Slim Hole Dr ~llng Volume 1 Analy  -

Ical Method Volume 2 Appl lcatlon In Hawal I EPRI TR-103399 December 1993
4 Geothermal energy can of course be Used for direct beat applications as well ranging from d)strlct heating systems to low-f em-

peralure industrial process heat
5 Theres  considerable concern that development of geothermal energy m the Vlclmty of yellowstope Natlona~  park could damage

such ratural  wonders as Old Faltbful This has led to several Ieglslatlve lnltlatwes to Ihmlf such development See e g “Old Faithful
Protect Ion Act of 1991 hearing before the Senate Corrmltee  on Energy and Natural Resources Subcommittees on Publlc Lands

Nallonal Parks and Forests and on Mineral Resources Development and Product{on Feb 25 1992, as well as subsequent debate
6 An add tlonal dry Steam resobrce  IS reportedly  located near Cove Fort UT See Susan Will ams and Kevl~ porter Power ‘/aYs

Protdes of Arrrerlcas /ndeper?c/enf Renewab/e E/ectrlcry Developers (Washlngtor  DC Investor Responslbl!lty Research Center

1989) p 203

(continued)
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then lost by evaporation—rather than reinfect-

ing them into the ground may affect the geo-

thermal resource.7 This has been a factor in

the decline of geothermal power output at The

Geysers in California, Air cooling costs more

and, in the summer, higher air temperatures

reduce the powerplant generating capacity

compared with the winter.

The cost of generating electricity from geo-

thermal resources includes the cost of ex-

ploration for good resources, drilling wells,

capital equipment, and operations and main-

tenance, usually including rejecting water

Into the geothermal reservoir, Costs can be

competitive today compared with coal where

good-quallty hydrothermal resources are

available.8 Cost projections are shown in the

figure; improved technologies—particularly for

Identifying, characteriaing, and tapping geo-

thermal resources—will expand the range of

geothermal resources that can be tapped at

these costs,

Environmental Impact
The environmental impact of geothermal

power varies with the resource and the

technology used. Direct steam and flash sys-

tems generally release gases to the atmos-

phere; methods have been developed to first

Cost Projections for
Geothermal-Generated Electricity

Cost of electricity ($/kWh)
0.1

ir
0.08 -

0.06- *

1r

0.04- ~

o.02-

0 , 1 1
2000 2010 2020 2030

NOTE The cost of geothermal energy IS expected to be inthe range of

about 4¢ to 7¢/kWh in the year 2000, declining moderately in following
years, depending on the geothermal resource tapped and the technol-
ogy used The shaded range encloses most of the expert estimates re-
viewed, with all estimates in constant 1992 dollars and, where neces-
sary, capital cost and other estimates converted to ¢/kWh using

discount rates of 10 and 15 percent (with 3 percent inflation) High and
low values developed by the Department of Energy are shown as *

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, based on U S Depart-
ment of Energy, “Renewable Energy Technology Evolution Rationales, ”

draft, October 1990, and Science Applications International Corp., “Re-
newable Energy Technology Characterizations, ” draft, March 1990

remove pollutants such as hydrogen sulfide before these gases are released. Small quantities of brines

may also be released, Binary systems generally reinject all gases and brines back into the reservoir so

have few or no emissions. Overall sulfur and carbon dioxide emissions for geothermal plants are typically

less than 4 percent of those by coal- or oil-fired powerplants.9 Large quantities of cooling water may be

needed in some cases, just as for fossil plants, Where geothermal resources occur in scenic areas, partic-

ular attention to siting and landscaping may be necessary if they are to be developed, Land requirements

for geothermal units are generally quite small (see table 1-2 in chapter 1), but land may also be needed in

some cases for disposal of waste salts from geothermal brines, There may also be some subsidence of

land overlying wells.

7 Condensate  from flash steam plants can be used m a cooling tower to evaporate and Pmvlde cooling for the Power cYcle This

typically results m 80 percent of the geothermal fluld being lost and only 20 percent being available for remjectlon In the reservoir

Relnjectlon, however, must be done carefully m order to prevent excessive cooling of the reservoir and Iowerlng the quallty of the

available geothermal resource See Gerald W Braun and H K “Pete” McCluer, “Geothermal Power Generahon In Umted States, ”

l%ceedmgs  of fhe /EEE, VOI 81, No 3, March 1993, pp 434-448, see table 1
8  Ibid
9 Ib[d
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MW net14 (up from about 500 MW in 1979)
spread among some 70 plants in operation with
contracted power costs as low as 4.6¢/kWh. As of
1993, about 1,700 MW of this net capacity was at
The Geysers, California, and 800 MW of capacity
was located elsewhere in California, Nevada, and
Utah. In addition, some 300 MW of capacity was
under construction or announced. 15

The geothermal industry has changed consider-
ably over the past 10 to 15 years. Several major oil
companies and their affiliates were active in geo-
thermal development in the early 1980s due to
their expertise in underground resource explora-
tion and development—the most difficult part of
geothermal energy development; all but Unocal
have now ended their geothermal activities,16 and
Unocal—the largest developer—has recently sold
some of its geothermal properties. Most devel-
opers now are small- to medium-size firms such as
California Energy,

18 
Calpine, and Ormat.

Until the mid- 1980s, private companies gener-
ally developed the geothermal field and sold the
steam/hot water to public utilities, which were the
primary owners and operators of geothermal
plants for power generation. Most recent geother-
mal projects have been built, owned, and operated
by nonutility generators that developed both the
geothermal field and the powerplant and sell the
electricity to utilities. NUGs now account for

more than one-quarter of total geothermal capac-
ity. 19 Currently, fewer than 10 firms account for

most of the activity in geothermal energy. Sup-
porting firms include well drilling and geoscience
companies and equipment suppliers.20

Geothermal development in the United States
has slowed in recent years due to low growth in the
demand for new generating capacity by many util-
ities in areas with good geothermal resources; dif-
ficulty in funding capital-intensive and risky
geothermal development; and low natural gas and
other fossil fuel prices. In addition, opportunities
may, in some cases, be limited by subsidies for
competing technologies. For example, the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) plans to spend $135
million to help build and operate a 100 MW coal-
fired powerplant in Nevada under the Clean Coal
program, reducing the need for other new capac-
ity. 21 As a result of slower U.S. growth, geother-

mal companies are becoming more active in

overseas markets. California Energy, for example,
is developing or negotiating projects in the Philip-
pines, Indonesia, and elsewhere.22

Research, Development, and
Demonstration Needs
Additional technology development could be use-
ful in a number of areas, including: improving the

14 Capacity of me Geysers  has declined  in recent  yews due to overdrawing of the underground water resources,  leaving a net operating

capacity of about 1,700 MW out of about 2,000 MW installed capacity.

15 Gera]d w. Braun and H,K.  ‘Lpete” McC]uer, “Geo~e~al  power Generation in tie United States,” Proceedings of  /he IEEE, March ]993,

pp. 434-448.

16 some ~edium.size indeFndent  oil  company  affiliates, such as Freeport-McMoRan  Resource paflners,  continue  to be involved in geo-

thermal development.

17 For the sale of Unoca]’s  geothemal  Ieaseho]ds  to Magma,  see, e,.g., Jeannie Mandelker, “Geo[her-mal’s  Hot prospects,” /ndependenl

Energy, November 1993, pp. 16-19.

18 Ca]lfomla  Energy Company took over Magma power Company in December 1994 in part due [O the need for greater operational re-

sources to compete effectively in international markets. See Harriet King, “Magma Agrees to $950 Million Offer,” New York  Times, Dec. 6,

1994; and “Cal. Energy Hot for Magma But the Latter Is Resisting,” Electricity Journal, November 1994, pp. 5-6.

19 C) ffice of Conservation and Renewable Energy, op. cit., footnote 3.

20 Hamrin and Rader, op. cit., footnote 7.

2 I US.  Genera] Accounting office, Op. Cit., fOOtnOte  12.

22 Mandelker, op. cit., footnote 17. See aiso fOOtnOte  18.
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SOURCE U S Geological Survey, as cited in U S General Accounting Off Ice, Geothermal Energy, GAO/RCED-94-84 (Washington, DC. June 1994)
.

ability to identify and characterize suitable geo- for hard rock23—and related technologies; en-
thermal fields; developing down-hole instrumen- hancing geothermal field permeability; reducing
tation and other equipment for geothermal scale and corrosion of equipment by hot geother-
characterization and real-time monitoring that can mal brines and improving materials for operating
survive high temperatures and corrosive geother- at high temperatures; improving the performance
mal brines; improving well drilling—particularly

zl~e rock overlaying geotherma]  resources  is often harder  and more abrasive, and the temperatures are higher, than that for oil and gas

W’ells.
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Geothermal Gradient

of the various prime mover—single or double where the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of
flash, binary, or others—technologies; and devel- both geothermal and fossil systems can both be
oping the capability to exploit geothermal hot dry improved simultaneously. The existing geother-
rock and other resources. 24 Analysis of various mal industry is too small to support a reasonable
types of hybrids, such as natural gas-geothermal level of RD&D in these areas at this time and
hybrids, would be useful to identify opportunities technologies, such as hard rock drilling for hot dry

24 See L.Y. Bronicki  et al, World Energy Council, “Geothermal Energy: Status, Constraints, and Opportunities,” draft, April 1992.
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rock geothermal resources, are of relatively little
interest to the well-capitalized oil and gas indus-
tries due to the different nature of the rock strata
overlying oil and gas deposits.

I Hydroelectricity
Hydroelectric generation systems use the energy
in flowing water to turn a turbine. As of 1988, the
United States had about 88 GW of hydroelectric-
generating capacity—64 GW of conventional
large-scale hydro, 7 GW of small-scale hydro, and
17 GW of pumped storage—with net generation
of about 8.5 percent25 of total U.S. electricity sup-
ply. Globally, hydropower currently provides
about 20 percent of world electricity supplies.26

Hydropower resources and technologies are de-
scribed in box 5-5.

The primary change for hydropower in recent
years has been increasing concern over its poten-
tial impacts on, for example, aquatic habitat, the
land it inundates, and recreation. In turn, these fac-
tors have increased the time required and cost of
meeting regulatory requirements.

In its conventional form (with dam storage),
hydropower can provide base, intermediate, or
peaking power. Because it can be rapidly dis-
patched as needed, it can serve a particularly valu-
able role in backing up intermittent power from
sources such as solar and wind.

Before the 1930s, most hydropower was devel-
oped by industry or utilities. During and follow-

ing the Depression, a large share of U.S.
hydroelectric power was developed through fed-
eral support, including the Tennessee Valley Au-
thority and the Columbia Basin Project. By 1940,
some 3,100 conventional hydro sites were in op-
eration. A variety of factors cut the number of op-
erating projects to just over 1,400 by 1980,27
although net capacity continued to increase,
roughly tripling between 1950 to 1975.28 The two
oil crises, enactment of several tax credits,29 and
regulatory changes—particularly the passage of
the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act—
spurred independent development of hydropower
during the 1980s. Independents have developed
many more, but smaller, sites than utilities, while
utilities have developed more MWS of capacity.
More recently, environmental and regulatory con-
cerns have strongly impacted hydropower reli-
censing as well as new licensing.

Hydropower developers generally include in-
dividuals and small partnerships for mini-hydro
projects (up to 5 MW); independent development
companies such as Consolidated Hydro, Indepen-
dent Hydro Developers, Synergics, and others for
small-hydro projects (5 to 50 MW); and utilities
for medium (50 to 100 MW) or large (>100 MW)
projects. 30 There has been relatively little devel-

opment of hydropower by the federal government
31 construction follows a similarin recent years. 

pattem, ranging from small local construction
firms for small projects, to firms such as Morrison

25u.s. ~paflment  of Energy,  Energy  Information Administration, Annual  Energ?’ Re}’ie)i’,  DOEYEIA-0384(90)  (Washington. DC: May

1991 ), table 90.

26u s Congress, office of Technology Assessment, Energy in fle~’eloping  Counwies, OTA-E-486 (Washington, DC: U.S. Govemmenl. .

Printing Office, January 1991 ).

27 Nan Nalder, “Fixing Hydr~The Forgotten Renewable, “ Electricity Journal, April 1992, pp. 12-21.

‘2X Keith  Lee KOz]Off  and Roger  c, Dower, A iveb%,  Pot$,er Base: Rene\{ah[e  Energy  Polic!es fbr the Nineties and Be}wnd (Washington, DC:

World Resources Institute, 1993).

29 These  tax credits,  including  an energy  tax credit  lm&r he crude  Oil Windfall Profits Tax Act, an investment tax credit, and accelerated

depreciation, have been phased out.

30 me tyws  of ownership and the size of projects indicated here me illustrative only. Ownership and project size may vary considerably

from these values.

31 Among notable  exceptions were  five Bureau of Reclamation hydro facilities brought online in i 993. Maria J. Barnes and Laura Smith-

Noggle, ‘. Hydropower ’93: The Year in Review,” H~’dro Re}iew’, vol. 12, No. 8, 1994, pp. 12-20.
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U S hydropower resources are fairly well developed. More power, however, could potentially be ob-

tained from existing facilities, including capturing reservoir Spill, 7 upgrading equipment, and Installing

equipment at dams not now used for power 2

By one estimate, a potential of about 76 GW of conventional hydro and 19 GW of pumped storage ca-

pacity were untapped in the United States as of 1988 (see figure),3 The U.S. Department of Energy esti-

mates that about 22 GW of this potential could be developed economically at current prices and 19 GW

more could be developed with a price premium of 2¢/kWh. As much as 13 GW of the remainder might be

developed with appropriate attention to environmental and safety Issues, further development of technolo-

U.S. Conventional Hydroelectric Generation Capacity, Developed and Undeveloped

37.5 21.7

Paclfit

and thus is not shown.
-

SOURCE Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Hydroelectric Power Resources of fhe United States, Developed and Undevel-
oped FERCO0070 (Washington DC January 1992) cited in U S Department of Energy Energy Information Administration “Renew-
able Resources in the U S Electricity Supply DOE/EIA 0561 February 1993

‘ U S Army Corps of Engineers Insllfute for Water Resources “National Hydroelectric Power Resources Study Volume I “ May

1983

2 Marc Chupka and David Howarth Renewab/e E/ecrrlc Generation An Assessment of A/r Po//uflon Prevenflon Pofen/la/,

EPA400 R-92 005 (Washlrglon DC U S Environmental Protection Agency March 1992) clflngthe  Federal Energy Regulatory CorT-
m sston

3 Federal Energy Regulatory COrnml SSIOP Hydroelectric Power Resources of the Unfed  States “ January 1988

(continued)
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gy, and the above price premium. In addition, there are an estimated 12,5 to 17.5 GW of run-of-river and

other capacity, of which perhaps 10 GW could be tapped with further development of low-head technolo-

gles. 4

Technology
Hydroelectric technologies—dams,5 run-of-river, 6 and pumped storage7—are generally considered to

be mature. Turbine efficiencies are typically in the 75 to 85 percent range. Nevertheless, there have been

evolutionary technological developments in a variety of areas, These include better understanding of both

SOilS and manmade materials in designing and constructing dams and related equipment, Improvements in

dam constrution techniques and materials, use of devices such as inflatable weirs to raise upstream wa-

ter levels, and electronic controls of turbine speed and electronic power conditioning.8

The capital costs for new U.S. hydropower facilities range widely around a median price of about

$2,000/kW, operations and maintenance costs at large facilities typically average roughly 0.5¢/kWh, oper-

ating Iifetimes are usually assumed to be 45 years, and operational capacity factors are 36 to 45 percent.

Together, these parameters give costs of roughly 6¢/kWh Hydropower costs often range between

4.5¢/kWh to 7.5¢/kWh, with considerable varilation above and below this range. No significant cost reduc-

tions are forseen.g These costs are generally competitive with fossil-generated power.

Environmental Impact
Although hydro has long proven to be a reliable and cost-effective resource, and once constructed,

does not release carbon dioxide,10 ” a number of environmental concerns have been raised. These include

Inundating wildlife habitat; changing aquatic ecosystems and water quality—including temperature, dis-

solved oxygen and nitrogen, and sediment levels, causing high mortality among fish passing through the

4 Solar Energy Research Institute, “The Potenhal of Renewable Energy, An Interlaboratory  White Paper, ” March 1990
5 Most hydropower facllltles use dams to raise the water level and thus Increase the potenhal energy, and to provide s10ra9e of

water so as to smooth out seasonal fluctuations m the amount of water available for generating power
6 Run-of-river systems do not use a dam but may use other structures reducing, but not ehmmatlng, associated costs  and envi-

ronmental Impacts Lack of dam storage Increases suscept[blllty  to seasonal fluctuations m output
7 pumped storage systems are not a RET, but could be used to store power generated by RETs or to complement RET Power

output Pumped storage systems use electrlc(ty (usually from a baseload powerplant—typically coal or nuclear powered) to pump
water to an upper reservoir, thrs water IS later dropped through a generator back to the lower reservoir to generate needed peak
power Typical pumped storage systems are now 70 to 80 percent efflclent over the entire cycle Llmlfed suitable sites for pumped
storage-near both cltles and large electrlc generating plants—have led some to consider use of underground caverns for the lower
reservoir See John Dowllng, “Hydroelectrmty,”  The Errergy Sourcebook A Gwde to Techrro/ogy Resources, arrdPo/lc~  Ruth Howes

and Anthony Famberg (eds ) (New York, NY American Institute of Physics 1991)
8 Geoffrey P Sims, “Hydroelectric Energy, ” Energy Po/Icy October 1991, pp 776-786, and Eric M W{lson, “Small-Scale Hydro-

electrlclty, ” Energy Pohcy, October 1991, pp 787-791
9 AlIan R Hoffman, “DOE’S Approach to Renewable Energy u? the Utlllty Sector, ” presentation at the Workshop on Generahon Of

Electnclty from Renewable Sources, American Physical Society, Washington, DC, Nov 6-7, 1992
10 Constructing hydro plants usually entads extensive earth mov[ng using dtesel-powered equlpmeflt  and use of kWe amOUntS of

concrete, both resulting m emlsslons of carbon dloxlde In addltlon, the Inundation of large amounts of biomass by the dam may result
In the emission of significant amounts of methane as the biomass decomposes See, e g John W M Rudd et al , “Are Hydroelectric

Reservoirs Slgmflcant Sources of Greenhouse Gases?” Amble, VOI 22, No 4, June 1993, pp 246-248
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11 This IS the  focus of another OTA assessment, Techrro/ogles To Protecf F/sh af Darns, forthcoming The risk of a dam failure and

the potential Impact on people and towns downstream IS also of primary concern, but IS not addressed here
12 Because of such longstanding environmental concerns, a large body of Ieglslallon has directed aftentlon toward the environ-

mental Impacts of hydropower development Includtng the Water Resources Planmng Act Public Law 89-80, the Wild and Scenic

Rivers Act, Publlc Law90-542, the National Environmental Pollcy Act, Pubhc Law91 -190 the Clean Water Act, Publlc Law92-500 and

the Endangered Species Act, Public Law96-205 In 1986, the Electrlc Consumers ProtectIon Act of 1986 directed the Federal Energy

Regulatory Comm[ss{on to give equal consideration to environmental concerns In Its hydro !Icenslng procedures
13 For a dlscuss[on see e g George C O Connor, “WIII the Commlsslons Hydropower Program Revwe In the 90s7  Energy Law!,

Jouma/, VOI 14,  No 1, 1993, pp 127-151, Amy Koch, “The Battle for One-Stop Shopping, ” /ncfependenf Errergy, February 1992 pp
38-40, George Lagassa “The ExemptIon Dilemma, ” /ndeper?dentEnergy, July/August 1993. pp 52-56 and Nan Nalder, Flxlng Hy -
drc+The  Forgotten Renewable “ E/ec/rlclfy  Jouma/, April 1992, pp 12-21

14 “FERC Revamps IIS Proced~res for Hydro, ” E/ectrlcify Jouma/, October 1993, Pp I s-l G

———

Knudsen, Dillingham, Ebasco, and Stone& Web-
ster for larger projects. Financing likewise ranges
from limited partnerships or small business loans
for small projects to large institutional investors in
big hydro projects. Producers of hydro turbines
include Voith,32 Kvaerner (Norway), Sulzer
(Switzerland), Ossberger (Germany), American
Hydro, STS Hydropower, and Hydro West.

There has been little new development of hy-
dropower in the past four to five years. An impor-
tant reason for the slowdown is the substantial and
increasing front-end development cost and time
for permitting and licensing. The long lead times
for development—perhaps three years for permit-
ting, three years for licensing, and two to three
years for construction-do not well match short-
ening utility planning horizons in the increasingly
competitive electricity market, particularly with

low natural gas prices and short lead times for gas
turbine installations. As a result, many hydro
power companies are concentrating on opportuni-
ties for rehabilitating and upgrading plants. s?’
Contributing to this effort has been the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission’s Efficiency Up-
grade Program, introduced in 1991, which stream-
lines the approval process for such changes.34

Some, including both independents and utility
subsidiaries, are also looking overseas for new op-
portunities.35

RD&D Needs
Although hydro technologies are relatively ma-
ture, considerable interest is developing in sys-
tems that reduce the impact on aquatic species and
habitats. This includes turbines that safely pass

32 vol~ (Gemany)  purchased  A]]is cha]mer~  turbine business  but continues to manufacture in York. penn~yl~ania.

33 George Lagassa, “Repowenng  Hydro,” Independent Energy, October 1992, pp. 46-50.

sdEdward Fulton, “Gaining Capacity Through FERC’S Efficiency Upgrade program,” Hydro Re\’te\\, August 1994,  pp. 36-42.
35 George Lagassa, “Small Hydro  Goes International,” /ndependenr  Energy, November 1992, pp. 71-73.
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fish and aerate the water. Other research and de-
velopment (R&D) needs include variable speed
and pitch turbine systems, improved wear-resis-
tant materials, and better forecasting.3b

| Photovoltaics
Photovoltaics (photo for light, voltaics for bat-
tery), or solar cells, convert sunlight directly into
electricity. Unlike wind turbines or solar thermal

’37 they usesystems, PVS have no moving parts,
solid-state electronics instead. Solar resources are
described in box 5-6 and applies to solar thermal
as well as PV. PV technologies are described in
box 5-7.

Over the past two decades, PV efficiencies and
reliability have increased significantly, manu-
facturing capabilities have improved, and other
system components have advanced. As a conse-
quence, the cost of PV modules has decreased by
nearly 10 times since the mid- 1970s. PVS are now
cost-competitive in numerous market niches and
their continuing drop in price is making them cost-
competitive in an ever broadening range of ap-
plications. World production of PVs in 1993 was
about 61 MW, more than double that in 1987.38

Because of the small scale and low-mainte-
nance characteristics of many PVS,39 they are
widely used in remote applications such as com-
munications relays or water pumping stations.
Electric utilities are also beginning to consider
PVs for numerous applications, and more than 60
classes of potentially cost-effective applications
have been identified.40 In grid applications, the
extent to which PV power can offset other electric-
ity-generating capacity depends on its match with

the electricity load and potential complementary
combinations with other generation resources
such as wind.

PVs may also have a substantial role to play in
building-integrated systems. This application is
expected to reduce installed PV system costs by
several means including:

1. The dual use of PV modules for power genera-
tion and as part of a building’s roof or exterior
walls will offset capital costs by displacing
roofing or wall materials.

2. A separate support structure for the PV system
will be unnecessary since the building itself
will serve this function.

3. No additional land will be required for the PV
array (this is a significant bonus in crowded ur-
ban areas and of particular interest to the Japa-
nese).

4. Utilities may offer attractive rates for this de-
mand-side management strategy according to
its ability to reduce the need for additional cen-
tral generating capacity.

The PV industry ranges from small entrepre-
neurial startups to subsidiaries of Fortune 500
giants. Following the oil crises, a number of large
companies entered the PV industry, many of
which subsequently exited due to falling fossil en-
ergy prices, long technology and market develop-
ment times for PVs, and higher near-term returns
from other investments. For example, Atlantic
Richfield sold its Arco Solar subsidiary to Sie-
mens (Germany) in 1989 and Mobil Oil Compa-
ny41 sold its Mobil Solar subsidiary to ASE
GmbH (Germany) in July 1994. Other recent sales
of U.S. PV firms to foreign companies are de-

s6For  a more  complete  listing of possible areas for R&D, see North American Hydroelectric Research and Development Forum, RepoW)er-

ing Hydro:  The Rene~ab/e Energy Technology for the 21sr Cenrury  (Kansas City, MO: HCI Publications, September 1992).

371f  mounted on a tracking co]lector, however, there will be moving pafls associated with the collector.

Sgpaul D, Maycock,  /nternationa/  Pho[o\,oltaic  Markets, Developments and Trends Forecast 102010 (Casanova, VA: Photovoltaic  Energy

Systems, Inc., 1994).

39 And, of course, they do not need fuel transpcmed to the she.

40E.C Kern, Jr., Ear/y, Cos~.Efleclit,e  App/;ca[ions ofPho/ovo/[a/cs  in /he Electric  U(i/ify Industry, EPRI TR- 1007” ] 1 (Palo A](o,  CA: Elec-

tric Power Research Institute, December 1992).
41 At press  time, it was not  known how  subs~tial a holding Mobil retained in Its former  solm subsidia~.
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scribed in chapter 7. Major firms that have with-
drawn from PV manufacturing also include
Boeing, Exxon, General Electric, Honeywell, Ko-
dak, Martin Marietta, and Standard Oil of Ohio.42

This has shifted the PV industry toward smaller
firms, 43 although large firms such as Amoco
(through its subsidiary Solarex) continue to be ac-
tive.

In the past several years, a few larger firms have
again expressed interest in PVs. For example,
Coors (through Golden Photon) has entered PV
development and manufacturing. Amoco/Solarex
and Enron, the largest U.S. natural gas company,
recently proposed a venture to build a 1OO-MW
PV powerplant in Nevada with a cost of electricity
at 5.5¢/kWh. This very low cost, years earlier than
expected, may be possible due to the relatively
large scale of production in this proposal, use of
government land, federal renewable energy tax
break, and financing with tax-free industrial de-
velopment bonds.44 Several other large firms are
carefully examining potential partners or acquisi-
tions.

Factors driving this new-found interest include
substantial technological and manufacturing ad-
vances in PVs, the recognition that there are many
higher value niches where PVs are already cost-
competitive, a rapidly growing international mar-
ket, and the expectation that environmental
technologies will be increasingly important.

Some 19 firms currently manufacture PVs in
the United States,45 but Siemens (Germany) and
Solarex alone account for about 80 percent of this
production (see table 7-3). PV manufacturing
equipment is produced by companies such as
Spire, power conditioning equipment is produced

—
AZ  Wll]lams A Poner,  op. cit., footnote 6.

43 Ibid.

by companies such as Omnion Power Engineer-
ing, and system integrators include Photo-
comm.46

Two overall strategic perspectives are influenc-
ing the direction of the PV industy. Many have
long viewed utility bulk power markets as the goal
and saw large-scale manufacturing to dramatical-
ly lower costs as the key to getting there. Scaling
up manufacturing to that level, however, is a sub-
stantial challenge. The Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI), for example, has demonstrated
in the field the technical potential of an integrated
high-concentration PV technology—winner of a
1994 R&D 100 Award-built by AMONIX, Inc.,
and estimates that at a production scale of 100
MW/year, the cost of electricity from this system
can be lowered to 8¢/kWh. EPRI believes that vol-
ume production is a key to further cost reduc-
tion.47

At this scale of production, comparable or low-
er costs are also expected for various thin film PVs
such as CIS, CdTe, and a-Si as well as certain oth-
er PV technologies. However, 100 MW/year is al-
most twice the current world market, which is now
spread among some 14 large (>1 MW/year) pro-
ducers and a host of smaller producers (see table
7-3). Further, the long lead time to develop mar-
kets seriously restricts the possibility of building,
for example, a 1OO-MW production plant and
forcing prices down with volume production;
most producers simply do not have the capital to
absorb several years of product output at these
scales while they develop a sufficiently large mar-
ket for their output. So far, even PV firms with
deep-pocketed parents have not been willing to

44 A]len R. Myersen, “Solar Power, for Earthly Prices,” New York 7imes,  Nov. 15, 1994, p. D].

qs’’To[aI  Solar Collector Shipments Dip as Imports Soar, Exports Climb: ElA,” The Solar Lerrer, VOI.  4, No.  18, Aug.  19,  194,  pp.  197-2~.

46 For a 1 i sting Ofcompanle$  involved  in Pho[ovol[aic  mmufac[uring, system integration,  and related  activities, see, e.g., “Membership Di-

rectory,” Solar Indusrry  Journal,  vol. 5, No. 1, 1994, pp. 54-76.

‘$ TElectrlc power Research Institute, “]ntegra[ed  High-Concentration Photovoltaic  Technology,” Technical Brief  RP2~48!3256~ December

1993.
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The solar resource varies hourly, daily, seasonally, geographically and with the local climate. Under-

standing this variation is important in choosing the best location and orientation for solar electric (photovol-

talc or thermal) systems, for determining the optimum size of the solar system and of the associated (if

any) storage system, and/or for matching the system output to the needs of the local utility, Detailed long-

term records of insolation are needed for such evaluations

Sunlight at the Earth’s surface has two components direct or beam radiation coming directly from the

sun, and diffuse radiation that has been first scattered randomly by the atmosphere before reaching the

ground. Together, these are known as the total or global radiation. In general, direct radiation IS more sensi-

tive to atmospheric conditions than diffuse radiation heavy urban smog might reduce direct radiation by 40

percent but total radiation by only 20 percent Direct solar radiation IS shown in figure 1 and total radiation

in figure 2,

Average Daily Direct (Beam) Solar Radiation, 1961-90

b“ &

NOTE Direct solar radiation iS the sunlight that comes directly from the sun to the receiver Values shown here are for direct sunlight on

a surface always facing the sun—e g a surface that uses two axis tracking to follow the sun

SOURCE National Renewable Energy Laboratory 1993

—
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There are three general classes of solar collectors fixed, one-axis trackers, and two-axis trackers (fig-

ure 5-2) Fixed collectors are mounted in a fixed position and generally left there (although some may be

adjusted seasonally) The amount of light Incident on the collector then changes over the day and season

with the position of the sun relative to the orientation of the collector The specific orientation of the fixed

collector IS adjusted to optimize the energy received-for example, to maximize winter or summer after-

noon energy collection.

One-axis tracking collectors have one dlrection of movement—from east-to-west, for example—and so

can roughly follow the sun’s motion during the course of the day, but are not adjusted for the change in the

suns position during the course of the year (or wee-versa for collectors adjusted north-south) Two-axis

trackers can precisely follow the sun across the sky during the day and from one season to the next

Tracking collectors allow more direct sunlight to be captured per unit area of collector, but at a cost because

of the moving parts and more complicated mounts Whether or not a tracking collector IS worthwhile depends

on engineering and climatic factors, trading off the additional cost versus the value of the additional energy

collected

Average Daily Total Solar Radiation, 1961-90

L

NOTE Total solar radiation Includes the sunlight coming directly from the sun plus that which comes from the sky Values shown here

are for total solar radiation on a horizontal surface

SOURCE National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 1993

(continued)
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Concentrating collectors must use tracking because the optics need careful orientation wtih respect to

the sun. Use of concentrators, however, Iimits energy collection to direct radiation. Concentrators are there-

fore of greatest Interest in low humidity regions with relatively Iittle scattering of direct sunlight, such as the

U S Southwest. Some Iight IS also lost by absorption in or scattering by the concentrating mirror or lens.

Although the solar resource is diffuse, the land areas required for electricity generation are similar to

those for coal when mining IS included (see table 1-2 in chapter 1), and are modest compared to the total

U S land resource. For example, total U.S. electricity needs could be produced from less than 10 percent

of the land area of Nevada. 1

‘ John Thornton and Linda Brown, Pholovoltalcs The Present Presages the Future, ” The E/ecrr/c/~Journa/,  Apr[l 1992, pp 34-41

—

take this risk. The Amoco/Solarex-Enron venture tion technologies; lower cost and higher perfor-
is an intermediate step that would both scale pro-
duction up to 10 MW/year by 1997 and rely on a
variety of tax supports to reach its cost goals. The
leap in scale to achieve low-cost manufacturing is
a very significant obstacle for PV manufacturers.

There are, however, a variety of high-value
niche markets, such as remote or distributed util-
it y applications (see below), for which PVs can ef-
fectively compete today. This provides near-term
markets that can help scaleup manufacturing to
the levels ultimately needed to compete for longer
term bulk power markets. This perspective is be-
coming a key element of the PV industry strategy
for scaling up manufacturing.

Research, Development, and
Demonstration Needs
RD&D needs include further development in
many areas: current PV materials and designs, in-
cluding multiple junctions and composite materi-
als; new materials and PV device structures;
building-integrated PVs and other techniques to
lower support structure and other costs; advanced
manufacturing equipment; improved encapsula-

mance balance of system components; and better
grid-integration technologies. Advanced manu-
facturing processes are an important element of a
balanced RD&D portfolio. As demonstrated by
the past 15 to 20 years of high-technology com-
petition with Japan, manufacturing processes are,
in many cases, as important as innovative devices.
Continued R&D is an essential component of any
PV development and commercialization strategy.

The PV industry, with total 1994 revenues of’
roughly $150 million,48 would not be able to fund
RD&D at the $75 million amount that it received
from the federal government in FY 94. Further,
the record has shown very few deep-pocketed
U.S. firms willing to support the long-term
RD&D needed, despite the enormous potential of
PVS. Foreign firms, however, have already pur-
chased a number of U.S. PV firms (chapter 7) and
are likely to purchase other important U.S. PV in-
novations and firms should the opportunity arise.

Estimates of the net present cost to bring PV
technology to a competitive status versus conven-
tional baseload equipment on an accelerated
schedule (over the next 15 to 20 years) range

~Assumlng $6,000/kW ~n~ 25 MW of PVS prodwe~. see “Worldwide PV Shipments Top 60 MWp; U.S. in had BuI Euro~ Catching

Up,” Solarlet/er, vol. 5, No. 6, Feb. 17, 1995, p. 53.
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A PV cell IS made by depositing layers of various materials so as to create an intrinsic (and permanent)

electric field inside When Iight strikes the material, It can free an electron from weak bonds that bind it

Once freed, the electric field then pushes the electron out of the PV and sends it through an external wire to

do work—for example, to power a Iight, refrigerator, or an industrial motor—before returning to the PV cell,

completing the circult

The development of PVs presents difficult engineering choices between making the cell more efficient

while keeping costs down. A number of technologies are used including thin-film flat plates, single crystal

and polycrystalline flat plates, and concentrator systems These follow a progression from lower efficiency/

lower cost to higher efficiency/higher cost. At

the current state of technology, all these ap-

proaches provide electricity roughly the

same cost

Thin film PVs use Iittle PV material—typical

thicknesses of the film are 4/100,000 of an

inch thick or 1/1 00 of a human hair—on a low-

cost substrate such as glass, metal, or plas-

tic Thin-film materials such as amorphous sili-

con (a-Si), copper indium dilselenide (CIS),

and cadmium telluride (CdTe) potentially offer

relatively high efficiency and easy fabrication

(see figure 1) The efficiency of CIS IS current-

ly at 164 percent, the highest of any thin film,

and stabilized large-area a-Si has reached

102 percent,2 A joint venture between Energy

Conversion Devices of Troy, Michigan, and

Canon of Japan IS constructing a manufactur-

ing plant in Virginia to produce this high-effi-

ciency a-Si, for which costs are expected to

be 16¢/kWh in 1995, eventually dropping to

12¢/kWh 3

Crystalline and polycrystalline flat-plate

PVs of silicon are the most common and the

most mature type of PV Nonconcentrating cells

of silicon are now at 235 percent efficiency and

nonconcentrating cells based on gallium arse-

nide (GaAs) have reached 295 percent.4

Efficiency of Photovoltaic Cells, 1954-94

Efficiency (percent)
30

/ GaAsI

25 I / “

20 {
I

‘ An excellent overwew of photovoltaic Issues  IS provided by Ken Zwelbel, Hamessmg So/ar Power The Phofovo/fa)cs Cha//er)ge
(New York NY Plenum Press, 1990) a more recent and somewhat moretechrxcal  review can be found n Thomas B Johansson et al

(eds ), Rer?ewab/e Energy Sources fo{Fue/and  E/ecfriclty (Washington, DC Island Press, 1993) Atechnlcal  introduction to PV SCI
ence IS given by Martin A Green So/ar Ce//s Operaflr?g Prlnclp/es, Technology and System App/(caffons (Englewood Cllffs NJ Pren-
tice-Hall Inc 1982) For more detailed techn~cal information on photovoltatc technologies, see IEEE Photovoltalc Speclahsts Confer-
ence European Communty Photovoltalc Solar Energy Conference, and the Photovoltalc Science and Englneermg Conference Each

of these E held roughly every 18 months
2 Anthony Catalano NatloPal Renewable Energy Laboratory personal Communca!lon  Mays, 1994
3 Jerry Bishop New SII con Cell Can Halve Cost of Solar Energy, ” Wa// SVeet Jouma/ Jan 19, 1994 p B5
4 Catalano op cIf footnote 2

(continued)
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Concentrator systems use low-cost mirrors or lenses5 to focus light on a small, high-efficiency (but ex-

pensive) PV. Concentrator systems are more complex and are only able to use the direct component of

sunshine. On the other hand, sufficiently low-cost lenses can compensate for the higher cost and complex-

ity of tracking systems; sufficiently high-efficiency concentrator PVs can compensate for the loss of diffuse

radiation and losses of light passing into and through the lens. Together, these can lower the overall cost of

electricity from PVs. Because concentrator systems are more complex, they generally will need to be

deployed in somewhat larger units than flat-plate PVs, which can be made use of in units as small as desir-

able.

Projected costs for photovoltaics are

shown in figure 2. In the near to mid-term,

these costs would make PVS competitive in a

variety of niche markets, gradually expanding

to important utility markets as costs continue

to decline in the longer term, There are sever-

al factors that suggest that PVs will be able to

meet these cost projections:

■ High efficiencies, PV cells under devel-

opment have demonstrated efficiencies

sufficiently high to make these costs po-

tentially achievable. Good progress has

also been made in translating laborato-

ry advances into commercial products,

although the lag time is often five years

or more.

■ Alternative paths. There are numerous

alternative PV materials and manufac-

turing processes, as well as many sys-

tem designs, providing confidence that

at least some technology and engineer-

ing paths will prove successful in reach-

ing these goals.

5 Lenses are generally used w{th PVs while mirrors are
generally used with solar thermal systems The reason for
this ddference m approach IS that concentrating cells
need to be cooled m order to mamtam their high efficiency

Passwe cooling technologies are preferred due to their

slmpllclty, but these require large heat fms to allow effec-

tive convectwe heat transfer With a mrrored system,

these large heat fms would naturally lie between the sun

and the mirror, blocking some of the mcommg sunllght

With lenses, these heat fms naturally I!e behind the cell

o.

0.0

0.0’

0.0

0.0

. .

i r
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Low-cost materlas. Both thin-film and concentrator PVs use very small amounts of active elec-

tronic materials This minimizes the cost of production

Design studies Detailed engineering design estimates for the near to mid-term show that dra-

matic cost reductions are possible with just modest improvements in commercial products and

the advantages of mass productlon,6

Additional manufacturing cost reductions WiII include Improvements in polycrystalline ingot cast-

ing, improved sawing for slicing ingots; the development of ribbon technologies to improve han-

dling of wafers and reduce silicon waste, Innovations to allow continuous deposition of thin film

PV layers; and various strategies for reducing the cost of solar-grade silicon

Environmental Impact
A variety of toxic chemicals are used in the manufacture of PVs, but emisslon of these toxics are rou-

tinely minlmlzed7 and PV production facilities pose Iittle risk for their surroundings Although some toxic

materials such as arsenic and cadmium are contained within some types of PVs, studies indicate that they

are well Immobilized within the cell and pose very Iittle threat to the environment 8 PVs also generate no

greenhouse gas emissions during operation, Overall, PVs are perhaps the most enbotonmentally benign of

all the renewable energy technologies

6 w J Stolte,  “Englneerlng  and  Economic  Eva[uatlon  of central-station  Photovollalc Power plants, ’ EPRI f+@ T~-101 ~ss De-

cember 1992 Dan[el S Shugar e! al Paclf[c Gas & Electrlc Co , Comparison of Solar Thermal Troughs with Photovoltalcs as a PG&E
Central StatIon Resource In the 1990s “ 1991 Yutaka Hayashl et al ‘Design OptIon for a Crystalline Slllcon Solar Cell “ Techn{ca/
Dlgesf of the /rrtematlona/ f’VSEC-5 (Kyoto Japan 1990), G Darkazalll et al “Sens[fwlty Analysls and Evaluation of Manufaclurlng
Cost of Crystalline S[llcon PV Modules paper presented at the 22nd IEEE Photovoltalc Speclallsfs Conference Las Vegas NV, Octo-
ber 1991, D E Carlson, Low-Cost Power from Thin-Film Pholovoltatcs “ Johansson et al (eds ) op clt footnote 1 J Wohlgerntith e!

al Solarex Corp ‘Cost Effectweness of High Efflclency Cell Processes as Applled  to Cast Polycrystallme Sllmon ‘ n d and PaJ D
Maycock, personal communlcatlons, 1992 and 1993

7 P D Moskowlfz et al Safety A~alysls for the Use of Hazardous ProductIon Materials In Photovoltalc Appllcatlons  Advances In

So/ar Energy VOI 8, Morton Prince (ed ) (Boulder CO American Solar Energy Society, 1992), pp 345-396
8 Kenneth  Zwelbel  and Rlchar~  Mllchell  ‘CulnSe2 and CdTe  scale-up for Manufacturing, ” A@ances /l? So/ar  Energy, vOI 6 Karl

W Boer (ed ) (Boulder Co American Solar Energy Society 1990) pp 485-579

—.— ..—..—— ——— — .

around $5 billion to $9 billion (globally) for both specifically have not been possible, however, giv -
additional RD&D and commercialization sup- en currently available data.50 Although this is a
ports.49  Such estimates are based on rough extrap- Significant expenditure, it is just one-fifth to one-
olations of the observed learning curve for PV and tenth that projected for the U.S. investment alone
other industries. Estimates of the return on R&D

@GD, Cody and T.J. Tledjc,  “me  potential for I.,J[i]i[y  Scale Photovoltaic Technology in the De\eloped Work: ] 990-~~  10, ” Enf’rg~’~fzd~~e

.E”n\’/ronmen(, B. Abeles e[ al. (cds.  ) (River Edge, NJ: World Scientific Publishing Co., 1992); World Energy Council, Renmable  Energy Re-
sources, Oppor{un/tle~  and Constr~iint\  1990 -2(?2(?  (London, Englanc~: September 1993); and Robert H. Williams and Ch-ego~ Terzian,  A
BenefitlCo.~[An{llj.\t  Y {jfAccelcra[e~lD  e\el<~pmenf  ofPhorovolta[c  Tecttno/~~gy, Report No. 281 (Princeton, NJ: Center for Energy and Environ-
mental Studies, October 1993).

50 Kenne~ Richards, Dynamic  Optimi:a[iotl Of (}le  Photo~o/[aic  C’c)nrnterc[ufi:a fion Proces> ( Washington, DC: Battelle, pacific No~west

Laboratories. June 30, 1993),  p. 51 and following.
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to develop a prototype fusion reactor and deter-
mine the technical and commercial feasibility of
that energy resources.51

| Solar Thermal
Solar thermal electric plants use mirrors to con-
centrate sunlight on a receiver holding a fluid or
gas, heating it, and causing it to turn a turbine or
push a piston coupled to an electrical generator.52

Solar resources are described in box 5-6 and solar
thermal technologies are described in box 5-8.
The basic forms of solar thermal collectors are
shown in figure 5-2.

Some 354 MW of solar parabolic trough ther-
mal powerplant capacity were installed in Cali-
fornia’s deserts between 1984 and 1991, and
demonstrated increasing reliability and perfor-
mance and decreasing costs with each generation.
The levelized cost of electricity for the most recent
generation of plant dropped to roughly 10¢ to
12¢/kWh, with expectations that the next genera-
tion plant could reach costs as low as 8¢/kWh.53

Further development of this type of solar thermal
electric system has been significantly delayed by
the bankruptcy of Luz, Inc., in 1991 (see chapter
6).54 This experience showed, however, that solar
thermal is a technically viable option and could
potentially be cost-competitive with many fossil
systems.

The Solar One Central Receiver55 similarly
performed well, achieving 99 percent heliostat
availability and 96 percent overall availability for
the entire powerplant. 56 Its energy production was

somewhat lower than predicted, however, and the
next generation system now in planning and de-
velopment, Solar Two, has been designed to side-
step this problem.57 Advances have been made
and tested on direct-absorption receivers, helio-
stat design and materials, and other components.

Parabolic dish systems have also seen consid-
erable advances, including the development of
stretched membranes dishes, advanced receivers,
and long-lived stirling engines. Small 7 kW sys-
tems are now being developed by Cummins Pow-

S I U.S. Congress, OW1ce  of Technology Assessment, The Fusion Energy Program: Next Sreps  for TPX ad Alfernure Concepfs.  oTA-Bf’-

ET1- 141 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Offke,  February 1995).

Sz]n sc}rne cases,  the so]ar  heated fluid or gas may pass  through a heat exchanger and heat a separate fluid or gas that actually  turns the

turbine.
~~ ~is Includes Cotiring with natural W

54 For a history of why Luz went bank~pt, See h41Chae]  LO[ker,  Barriers To Commercialization of Lurge-Sca[e Solar  ~/t’CtIV’City: Lessons

Lcurncdjiwm (he Lu: Experience, SAND9 I -7014 (Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratory, November 1991); and Newton Becker,

‘The llemise of Luz: A Case Study,” Solar Today, January/February 1992, pp. 24-26.

55 Thjs  system  was Commjssjoned  in 1982 and shut down in 1988.

56 Richard g. Diver,  “Sol~The~a] pOWer:  Technical ~ogress! “ in Progress In Solar Energy  Technologies andApplicafions:  An Authorita-

fl~e /ie\’IeIt’  (Boulder, CO: American Solar Energy Society, January 1994).

slpowe~ ~eneratlon by solar me was lowered in large pm due to passing clouds causing the generator 10 trip Off-he.  In solar TWO*  this  is

being avoided primarily through the use of molten salt thermal storage, which will provide energy through disruptions by passing clouds.
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er Generation, a subsidiary of Cummins Engine
Company, in a joint venture with DOE/Sandia Na-
tional Laboratory and are slated for commercial-
ization in 1996.

Parabolic trough and central receiver systems
are generally large-scale systems, typically 50 to
200 MW, and so will be operated much as conven-
tional large-scale fossil plants are today. Parabolic
dish systems can be operated in small units and
can then be used in remote or distributed utility
applications (see below); larger dishes could be
operated in large-scale grid connected systems.
All of these systems can be operated as hybrids.
most often using natural gas to supplement and
extend the solar energy that is collected. This is
particularly important for extending power output
into evening peak hours.

The solar thermal electric industry consists of a
mix of large and small firms. Luz, a relatively
small independent firm, was the primary develop-
er of parabolic trough systems until its bankrupt-
cy. Unable to interest utilities in buying turnkey
projects, 58 L UZ turned to manufacturing, develop-

ing, and operating parabolic trough systems itself,
with financing from large institutional and corpo-
rate investors. Following the bankruptcy of Luz,
the investors formed or contracted separate oper-
ating companies to maintain and operate the
plants at Kramer Junction, Daggett, and Harper
Lake, California. Although much interest has
been expressed around the world in developing
additional parabolic trough systems, with a num-
ber of feasibility studies under way, no firm com-
mitments have yet been made.59

Central receivers have been primarily sup-
ported by large firms such as Bechtel and Rock-
well International, although some small firms
such as Advanced Thermal Systems have also
played roles. Currently, central receiver develop-
ment is proceeding through the 10-MW Solar Two
project, cost-shared between DOE and a number

58 Hamrln and R&r, op. cit., footnote 7.

of utility and other partners, including Southern
California Edison, Sacramento Municipal Utility
District, Los Angeles Department of Water and
Power, Idaho Power Company, Pacific Gas and
Electric, Electric Power Research Institute, and
Bechtel. At least three firms-Bechtel, Rockwell
International, and Science Applications Interna-
tional—are developing a joint business plan for
commercializing 100- to 200-MW central receiv-
ers in the late 1990s.

Dish stirling systems are now receiving consid-
erable support from large companies such as
Cummins Engine, Detroit Diesel. and Science
Applications International, as well as by small
firms such as Solar Kinetics, Accurex, and Indus-
trial Solar Technology. There is a significant in-
dustry commitment, cost-shared with the federal
government, to commercializing this technology.
Cummins Power Generation, a subsidiary of
Cummins Engine, has been developing a small-
scale (7-kW) parabolic dish system since 1988;
commercialization is planned in 1996. Under the
Utility-Scale Joint-Venture program, Science Ap-
plications International and others are developing
a 25-kW dish system that is expected to produce
power at 6~/kWh; commercialization is planned
for 1997. Some 56 dish systems will be manufac-
tured and demonstrated at U.S. utilities under this
program.

Research, Development, and
Demonstration Needs
RD&D needs include better materials and life-
times for stretched membrane mirrors and other
optics, improved selective surfaces, advanced re-
ceiver designs, long-lived and high-efficiency
stirling and other engines, and improved control
systems. Much of this RD&D is focused on basic
materials issues beyond the scope of individual
firms now developing solar thermal systems.

59countne$  ~umently  examlnlng the feaslbl]lty of Ini(a]ilng  parabolic trollgh p]ants, wi[h \(]n]~ :l]]cad~  applying fi~r WOT ]{] B;IIIA \t]pFort,

include: India, Iran, Israel, Mex ice, Morocco, and Spiim. David  Kearney,  Ke:irnej and A\wciates,  personal communication, Au:. 24, 1994.
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Solar thermal systems are typically categorized by the type of collector used parabolic trough, central

receiver, parabolic dish, and solar pond, ’

Parabolic trough systems currently account for more than 90 percent of the world’s solar electric capac-

ity. These systems have long (100 meters or more) trough-shaped mirrors with a tube at the focal line along

the center The trough tracks the sun’s position in the sky. The tube is clear glass with a black metal pipe

carrying heat-absorbing fluid down the middle. To minimize heat loss from the black absorbing pipe back

to the outside, the pipe has special coatings (selective surfaces) that reduce the amount of heat it radiates

and the space between the absorbing pipe and the glass tube is evacuated to prevent heat conduction by

air molecules. The fluid heated in the pipe IS then pumped to where it can either indirectly (through a heat

exchanger) or directly expand through a turbine to generate electricty. The potential of solar troughs IS

Iimited by the relatively low concentration ratios and receive temperatures (400 oC or 750oF) that can be

realized, Ieading to relatively low turbine efficiencies,

Central receivers have a large field of mir-

rors l known as heliostats, surrounding a fixed

receive mounted on a tower. Each of the he-

liostats Independently tracks the sun and fo-

cuses light on the receiver where it heats a

fluid or gas This fluid or gas IS then allowed

to expand through a turbine, as before, Key

technical developments have been the devel-

opment of stretched membrane mirrors to re-

place the glass and metal mirrors previously

used.2 The stretched membrane consists of a

thin sheet of highly reflective material (plastic)

held in a frame and curved to the desired

shape.3 They weigh much less than the glass

and metal mirrors used previously, saving ma-

terials and reducing the weight on and the

cost of the supporting frame. Stretched mem-

branes have been developed that hold up well

‘ Solar pond systems use a large shallow pond with a
h[gh density of dissolved salt to absorb and trap heat at

the bottom, \hey do not use concentrating mirrors An ex-
tenswe network of tubes then circulates a special fluld 10

absorb this heal The fluld then expands and turns a tur-
bine Because of the very Iowtemperatures revolved, typ-
ically around !300C,  solar pond systems are necessarily
very low ef’hctency and require extenswe piping networks

to capture the heat absorbed Solar @rids also use huge

amounts of water, perhaps 30 Ilmes that of a conventional

powerplanl Thelrcosts are Ilkelytoremam high forthefor-

seeable future and their appllcahons are likely to be llm-
lted, tk ny WIII not be considered further here DOE funding

for solar ponds was termmated m 1983

Cost Projections for Solar Thermal

Cost of electricity ($kWh)
0.1 *

* dr

0.08-

0.06+‘ * * * r
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o ~
2000 2010 2020 2030

2 Some are exammmg mwror systems conslstmg of, for example, plastic membranes and glass reflecting elements
3 The space behind the stretched membrane IS typically partially evacuated, I e held at a lower air pressure, so that the alr pres-

sure outside pushes the membrane into a curve that focuses the hght
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to gusty winds, but overall Iifetimes are still short (5 to 10 years), the reflective coating IS easily scratched,

and effective low-cost cleaning techniques could use further refinement The design of the receiver is also

undergoing extensive research, with much of the emphasis on molten salts as the working fluid. The molten

salt would provide thermal storage to allow better matching of system output to utility needs and to carry

system operation through brief passing clouds Central receivers achieve temperatures of typically 650°C

(1 ,200oF)

Parabolic dish systems use a large dish or set of mirrors on a single frame with two-axis tracking to

reflect sunlight onto a receiver mounted at the focus, Most commonly, a free piston stirling engine is

mounted on the receiver, but hot fluids can also be piped to a central turbine as in the parabolic trough and

central receiver systems Current research IS focusing on lowering the cost of the mirror systems through

the use of stretched membranes and to Improve the reliability and performance of the stirling engine.4

Stirling engine Iifetimes of 50,000 hours (about 10 years) with little or no maintenance are needed and are

being developed.5 In comparison, the typical automobile engine must have minor maintenance every 250

hours or so, and a major overhaul perhaps every 2,500 hours. 6 Parabolic dishes can achieve the highest

temperatures (800oC or 1,500oF) and thus the highest efficiencies of concentrating solar thermal systems

Parabolic dish systems currently hold the efficiency record of 31 percent (gross) and 29 percent (net) for

converting sunlight into electricity 7

All of these systems concentrate the sunlight to increase the operating temperature of the absorbing

fluid and thus increase the efficiency of the turbine or engine that IS driven, Concentration works only with

the direct beam component, so regions with clear, dry air—such as the American Southwest—are prefera-

ble, although operation in other climates is possible 8

Central receiver and parabolic dish systems have higher concentration ratios than solar troughs, and

therefore the potential to achieve higher efficiencies and lower costs for generated electricity Projected

costs for solar thermal technologies generally are shown in the figure and are expected to be competitive

with fossil systems in a variety of applications in the mid- to longer term.

I

Environmental Impact
Solar thermal technologies can potentially impact the environment in several ways, including affecting

wildlife habitat through land use, using large amounts of water in arid regions, or releasing heat transfer

fluids or other materials into the environment, Proper siting and controls can minimize these potential im-

pacts Natural gas cofiring produces nitrogen oxides and carbon dioxide emissions, but these emissions

would be proportionately less for a solar thermal hybrid than for conventional fossil fuel use alone Overall

environmental impacts appear to be quite low

I

4 Charles W Lopez and Kenneth W Stone, “Design and Performance of the Southern Callforma Edison Stlrllng Dish, ” So/ar Engi-
neenng, VOI 2 1992, pp 945-952, and Graham T Reader and Charles Hooper, Sflr/mg Engines (New York, NY E & F N Spon 1983)

5 Pascal De Laqull Ill et al “’Solar Thermal Electrlc Technology, ” Renewab/e Energy Sources for Fue/s and E/ecfrnfy  Thomas B

Johansson et al (eds ) (Washington DC Island Press, 1993)
6 For an automobile, an 011 change every 7,500 miles corresponds to 250 hours of operation, assuming an average 0Peratln9

speed of 30 mph Smlarly  a major overhaul every 75,000 miles corresponds to 2,500 hours of operation
7 Wllllam B Sllne, Progress In Pacabo/lc D@ Techno/og~ SERl/SP-220-3237 (Golden, CO Solar Energy Research Instlfute, June

1989)
8 For  example  a dl~h  stlrllng  pr~)ect has been operated n Lancaster  peflnsylvanla tO pump water see “solar Thermal pOWer

Generation Is Viable n the Northeast .So/ar /ndusYy Jouma/, VOI 3, No 4, 1992, pp 14-15

I
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1. PARABOLIC TROUGH

2. CENTRAL RECEIVER

Tower

3. PARABOLIC DISH
Receiver or

engine/receiver

Concentrator
reflective
surface

| Wind
Wind energy systems use the wind to turn their
blades, which are connected to an electrical gener-
ator. Wind energy resources and technologies are
described in box 5-9.

Wind technology improved dramatically dur-
ing the past decade. Costs for wind-generated
electricity were reduced from over $ l/kWh in
1981 to 5¢ to 6¢/kWh today, with the best plants
now coming in as low as 4.3¢/kWh on a real level-
ized basis in areas with high-quality wind re-
sources. 60A number of factors contribute to these

gains, including: advances in the design of wind
turbine blades (15 to 30 percent energy gain); ad-
vances in and cost reductions of power electronics
(5 to 20 percent energy gain); improved designs
and materials to lower operations and mainte-
nance costs; and better understanding of wind en-
ergy resources and siting needs. More than 1,700
MW of wind capacity were installed in California,
where more than 1.5 percent of all electricity con-
sumed is now generated by the wind---enough
electricity to supply all the residential needs of
one million people. Worldwide, a wind capacity
of 3,200 MW is now connected to electricity
grids. 61 wind systems are now poised to enter
large-scale markets in many areas. Recent U.S.
commitments include Northern States Power for
425 MW, Lower Colorado River Authority for
250 MW, and Portland General Electric for 100
MW.

Wind systems provide intermittent power ac-
cording to the availability of wind. Small, stand-
alone wind systems, often backed up with battery
storage, can be used in a variety of remote applica-
tions. Large wind turbines can be sited individual-
ly, or more commonly in “wind farms,” and
connected to the electricity grid. The extent to
which wind power can offset other electricity-
generating capacity then depends on its match

b(~e N~fiem  s[~[es POwer 25-Nw  projec( now on]ine costs 4.7g/kWh and the Sacramento Municipal Utilit~ District system 4.3@/kWh.

Randy  Swisher, American Wind Energy Association, personal communication, May 1994.

~1 Gerald W. Br~un and Don R. Smiti,  “Commercia]  Wind Power: Recent Experience in the United States,” Annual  Ret’iew  Of Ener&Y Und

[he En}’ironment, vol. 17, 1992, pp. 97-121.
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Three key factors distinguish wind energy

resources the variation in the power of the

wind with its speed, the variation in available

wind speeds at a given site over time periods

ranging from seconds to months, and varia-

tions in wind speed with height above the

ground. These have Important implications for

wind turbine design and operation.

The power available in the wind Increases

with the cube, i.e. V3, of the wind speed Be-

cause of the factor V3, wind turbines must

handle a huge range of power. From the

speed at which the turbine reaches its rated

power to the speed at which the turbine is

stopped (cut-out speed) to prevent damage,

the power in the wind Increases by typically

more than SIX times This variation in wind

power with wind speed has led to the devel-

opment of a variety of techniques to aid effi-

cient collection of power at low speeds and to

Iilmit and shed excess wind power from the

turbine blades at high speeds. Because the

wind rarely blows at very high speeds, build-

ing the wind turbine strong enough to make

full use of high winds iS not worthwhile,

The sensitivity of wind power to wind

speed also requires extremely careful pros-

pecting for wind sites. A 10-percent differ-

Cost Projections for Wind Energy

0.08

I

2000 2010 2020 2030

NOTE The cost of wind-generated electricity has dropped from over
$1/kWh in 1981 to as low as 4.3¢/kWh in 1994, and iS expected to contin-
ue to drop to 3¢ to 4¢/kWh for a large range of wind resources by 2030
The shaded range encloses most of the expert estimates reviewed, with

all estimates put in constant 1992 dollars and, where necessary, capital

cost and other estimates converted to ¢/kWh using discount rates of 10
and 15 percent (with 3 percent inflation) High and low values devel-
oped by the Department of Energy are shown as *

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, based on U S Depart-
ment of Energy, “Renewable Energy Technology Evolution Rationales ‘

draft, October 1990, Thomas B Johansson et al (eds. ), Renewable En-
ergy Sources for Fuels and Electricity (Washington, DC Island Press
1993), and John Doyle et al Summary of New Generation Technologies

and Resources (San Ramon, CA Pacific Gas and Electric Co , 1993)

ence in wind speeds gives a 30-percent difference m available wind power.

Wind speeds can vary dramatically over the course of seconds and minutes (turbulence), hours (diur-

nal variation), days (weather fronts), and months (seasonal varilatlons), The best Iocations are those with

strong, sustained winds having Iittle turbulence Finding such Iocations requires extensive prospecting and

monitoring

Although the power output of any particular wind turbine will fluctuate with wind speed, the combination

of many wind turbines distributed over a geographic area will tend to smooth out such fluctuations. This

“geographic diversity” IS an Important factor in system Integration. On the other hand, in a large array of

wind turbines—a “wind farm"—the Interference of one wind turbine with its neighbors must be taken into

account by carefully spacing and arranging the turbines.1

Winds also vary with the distance above ground level, this IS known as “wind shear” Typically, winds at

50 meters will be about 25 percent faster and have twice the power as winds at 10 meters. The cost-effec-

tivess of tapping these higher winds iS then a tradeoff between the cost of the higher tower and the

additional power that can be collected.

1 Michael J Grubb and Nlels I Meyer “Wind Energy Resources Systems, and Regional Strategies Rer?ewab/e Energy

Sources for Fue/ and Electriclfy Thomas B Johansson et al (eds ) (Washington, DC Island Press, 1993)

f’contmued) I
— — . .A
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Wind shear places great stress on turbine blades. For a rotor with a diameter of 25 meters and its cen-

ter (hub) 25 meters off the ground, the variation in wind speed with height above the ground will result in a

nearly 50-percent variation in wind power between the top and bottom of the rotor arc. This, plus the effects

of gravity, wind turbulence (gusts), the “tower shadow” on down-wind turbines, and other factors, severely

flexes and thus stresses the rotor during every revolution. Over a 20- to 30-year Iifetime, the rotor will go

through perhaps 500 million such stress cycles.2 This is a level of stress that is virtually without equal in

humanmade systems, and poses severe requirements on rotor materials and blade design,3

Locations with favorable wind resources in the lower 48 states are shown m figure 5-3. The plains states

have a particularly large available wind resource, with the potential to generate 1.5 times as much electric-

ity as is currently consumed in the United States. Large wind resources have also been found in many

other countries.4

Technology
Wind turbines take two primary forms defined by the orientation of their rotors the familiar propeller

style horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT) and the less common vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT).5 The

HAWT accounts for over 93 percent of the Installations in California.

Turbine blades must manage the very high levels of stress, described above, while efficiently collecting

energy; they must do so with long lives and at low installed cost. To meet these demanding criteria, de-

signers have turned to innovative designs6 and materials for the turbine blades. Researchers at the Nation-

al Renewable Energy Laboratory, for example, have developed a new family of blade designs that produce

an overall 30-percent annual energy gain compared to conventional blades and are relatively unaffected by

roughness due to dirt and bugs, yet automatically Iimit rotor peak power at high winds much more effec-

twely than conventional blades.7 Composite materials such as fiberglass and wood/epoxy now account for

most rotor blades currently in use in California,8 and researchers are Iooking to advanced materials for

blade construction.g

2 Based  on a 4,~.hour  Operation per year, a rotational speed of 35 or 70 rpm For example, N = (70 rpm)*(60 minutes/

hour) *(4,000 hours/year)* (30 years) = 500 m[lllon
3 Natlona[ Research Council, Assessment of Research Needs for Wmd Turbine ~O(Or  Maferla/s TeChf_IO/OCJy  (Washington, Dc

National Academy Press, 1991)
4 SIralegles Unllmlted, “Study of the Potential for Wind Turbines In Developing Countries, ” March 1987 The Identlfled countries

Include Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombla, Costa Rica, India, Kenya, Pakistan, Peru, Sn Lanka, Tanzania, Uruguay, Venezuela,

Zambia, and Zimbabwe, Callforma Energy Comrnwon, “Renewal [SIC] Energy Resources Market Analysis of the World, ” CEC

P500-87-015, n d , p 34
5 FloWmd E currently working on an advanced VAWT with DOE and has prototypes under test at Tehachapl, CA
6 Rotor blades fyplcallytake  avarletyofforms  They maybe ng[dwlth aflxed pitch (fixed onentatlon), butwlfh a srxaallydesgned

blade shape to Ilmlt how much energy they capture from thewlnd They may have a variable plfch,  Inwhlch the blade E rotated along
Its long axrs  In order to change the blade orientation with respect to the wind and thus Ilmlt energy capture They may be teetered, m

which the rotor hub IS allowed to rock up or down sllghtly m order to reduce stress on the drwetram They may have ailerons butlt m, hke

flaps on an alrplanewlng, to control them More advanced forms may use small holes In the surface of the blade through which alr can

be blown to control the aerodynamics of the blade Each of these has certain advantages and disadvantages m terms of complexity,
cost, performance, stresses, excess vlbratlon, and other factors Alfred J Cavallo et al , “Wind Energy Technology and Economics, ”
In Johansson et al (eds.), op cit , footnote 1, and National Research Council, op clt footnote 3

7 J Tangier et al , ~easuredandfJred/c@  Rotor Petiorrnance torthe SER/Advanced Wmd Turbine f3/acfes  (Golden, CO National
Renewable Energy Laboratory, n d ), and J Tangier et al SER/Advanced  Wmd Turbine B/ades (Golden, CO National Renewable

Energy Laboratory, February 1992)
8 Gerald W Braun and Don R Smtth, “Commercial Wind Power Recent Experience mthe Unted States, ’’Annua/Rev(ewof  Energy

and [he Environment, VOI 17, 1992, pp 97-121
g National Research Council, Op Clt , fOOtnOt13  s
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A particularly Important development iS the use of advanced electronics to convert variable frequency

power0 10  into a constant voltage and frequency for the electricity grid. Developed and marketed for large-

scale wind turbines in the United States by Kenetech-U. S. Windpower—they received an R&D 100 award in

1993 for this technology—and others,11 such systems reduce the cost of wind-generated electricity in two

ways Variable-speed systems have a higher conversion efficiency at a lower wind speed and maintain it ~•

over a broader wind speed range, allowing more wind energy to be captured. They also greatly reduce the

stresses on the rotor and drivetrain---allowmg them to be downsized and cutting their capital costs and

maintenance requirements.

The capital and operations and maintenance costs for large grid-connected wind turbines have been

dropping steadily throughout the 1980s. The capital cost of large turbines has already dropped to as low

as $850/kW 12 The best wind turbines in California achieve a 97-percent availability Capacity factors de-

pend on the wind at the site, but some are as high as 40 percent.13 Projected electricity costs are shown in
the figure; 14 these are potentially highly competitive.

Environmental Impact 1
Large land areas are required for siting wind farms, but the turbines, access roads, and related equip-

ment rarely take more than 5 percent of the actual land area. The remainder can continue to be used for

farming, ranching, or other purposes with little or no change Land values have substantially Increased in

Altamont pass in California due to the additional income generated by royalties from the wind turbines

Noise was a problem with some early windmill designs. For the current generation of windmills, the

noise problem IS often no longer significant, in Denmark, for example, regulations Iimit windmlll-generated

noise at the nearest dwelling to less than that found inside a typical house during the day A single 300-kW

wind turbine can meet this standard when sited just 200 meters from the home, 30 such machines would

need to be sited 500 meters away. 15

Bird kills due to hitting the rapidly turning rotor blades have been a problem in some areas, including

Altamont pass where raptors have been killed Some studies have concluded that these bird kills are sub-

stantially less than those from high voltage transmission Iines, radio and TV towers, highway collisions with

cars, or other such hazards.16 Nevertheless, bird kills are of ongoing concern and efforts to understand

and reduce this problem are under way

In some areas, particularly those with a high scenic value, the visual impact of wind farms may also be 1
a concern

I
10 Current turbine designs flx the rate of rotation of the rotor to a speclflc speed corresponding tO the 60-cycle frequencY of the

!
utlllty grid

11 such systems have been used In Europe for several years and have been used on Small wmd turbines In the Unlfed States and

elsewhere for more than a decade Paul Glpe “W[ndpowers Promismg Future, ” /ndependenf  Energy January 1993 pp 66-72
12 Dale Osborne, Kenetech Inc , personal Communlcattofl, Mar 22, 1993
13 The Whlfewater HIII site outsl~e  Palm  Springs reportedly has a capacity factor of 40 percent Randy Swisher, American Wind

Energy Assoc[atlon, personal communtcatlon,  May 23, 1994
14 Al Cavallo, [n Johansson et al (eds ), OP Clf fOOtnOte  1
15 Michael J Grubb and Nlels I Meyer, “Wind Energy Resources, Systems, and Regional Strategies, ” In Johansson et al (eds ), I

op clt footnote 1
16A J M van VJl]k et al World Energy Councll( Study Group on Wmd Energy, “Wind Energy Status, COn5tralfltS and OppOrtUfll-

hes,” sixth draft, July 1992, and Paul Glpe, Paul Glpe and Associates, “Wind Energy Comes of Age m Cahfornla “ n d

I—..—. —,
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with the utility load and potential complementary
combinations with other generation resources. Se-
lecting wind sites with good matches to the utility
load and gathering wind over a wide geographic
area or combining it with other intermittent RETs
(iRETs) such as solar may substantially smooth its
variability.

The wind industry was strongly driven during
the early to mid- 1980s by the Public Utility Regu-
latory Policies Act, federal and state tax credits,
and by California Standard Offer 4 contracts. Ini-
tially, with extensive tax benefits available, proj-

ects were often financed through third-party
limited partnerships; following the reduction in
tax benefits, support has been provided more by
institutional investors in non-recourse project fi-
nancing (see chapter 6).

By one estimate, more than 40 wind energy de-
velopers installed turbines between 1982 and
1984. 62 The number of developers has gradually
decreased over time, with about two dozen now
active at some level, and six--Cannon Energy,
F1oWind, Kenetech-U.S. Windpower, New World

62 Wllllams  ~d po~er, op. cit.,  footnote 6. Note [hat some estimates of the number of manufacturers and developers active at some level

vary widely and are generally much higher. For example, some estimate that more than 50 manufacturing companies and 200 development

companies were involved in wind development in the early 1980\. See Hamrin and Rader, op. cit., footnote 7, p. B-27.
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Power, SeaWest, and Zond—accounting for about
three-quarters of total installed wind capacity in
the United States.63

The number of manufacturers has also de-
creased over time, with just one large U.S.
manufacturer—Kenetech-U .S. Windpower—and
several smaller manufacturers/project develop-
ers—including Zond, FloWind, Cannon Energy,
and Advanced Wind Turbines—now producing or
developing utility scale turbines.64 Small stand-
alone turbines are produced by firms such as
Bergey Windpower, Northern Power Systems.
and World Power Technologies.bs

Of all the wind turbines installed in the United
States as of 1990, some 40 percent were im-
ported.

66 The decline in the value of the dollar,

however, is making it more difficult for European
and Japanese firms to compete in the U.S. market.

Several large firms such as Boeing and General
Electric participated in the early development of
very large turbines (up to 4.5 MW) sponsored un-
der DOE, but then left the industry as these tur-
bines encountered significant technical problems,
federal support was cut back, and energy prices
dropped. Some large firms, such as Westinghouse,
are now becoming active again in the wind indus-
try, and considerable interest has been expressed
by the aerospace industry. Kaiser Aerospace, for
example, recently entered an agreement to
manufacture turbines for Advanced Wind Tur-
bines, Inc.

With increasingly competitive electricity mar-
kets and the shift toward competitive bidding
(chapter 6), wind turbine manufacturers and de-
velopers require much greater capitalization and
marketing depth/skill to survive. Many in the in-
dustry, such as Kenetech-U.S. Windpower, Zond,

FloWind, and Cannon Energy, have responded by
becoming increasingly vertically integrated, with
the same firm manufacturing turbines, and devel-
oping and operating projects. Others. such as
SeaWest and New World Power, have more exten-
sively tapped outside sources of capital.

Research, Development, and
Demonstration Needs
RD&D needs have been identified and discussed
above, including ongoing wind resource assess-
ment and improving the ability to forecast winds:
improved materials for turbine blades: advanced
airfoil design: improved towers; advanced com-
puter models of wind turbine aerodynamics, par-
ticularly of wind turbulence and unsteady flows:
and smart controls. The required expertise in basic
materials and aerodynamic modeling is beyond
the scope that is currently feasible by the wind in-
dustry.

The DOE wind R&D program is focused on
joint ventures with industry to improve existing
installations, develop advanced wind turbines,
and upgrade the technology base through applid
research. Initiatives include: the Advanced Wind
Turbine (AWT) Program, a collaboration with
utilities to evaluate state-of-the-art hardware and
facilitate its deployment; the Utility Integration
Program, which addresses concerns of grid in-
tegration; the Collaborative Wind Technology
Program, which provides for cost-shared research
with industry in the design, development, testing,
and analysis of operational problems of current
turbine technology; the Value Engineered Turbine
Program, which focuses cost-shared efforts with
industry on re-engineering or remanufacturing of
conventional turbine configurations: and the Ap-

63 Randall Swisher, Am~ri~an  Wind Energy Ass~ciati~n, persona] communication, Aug. 25, ] 994.

64 o~ers  include Atlantic Orient, Wind Eagle, and Wind Harvest.

65 For a more ~omp]ete  Ilstlng of ~lnd indu~tu fi~~, see American Wind Energy Association, Membership ~ireclory (Washington, IIC:

I 994).

66 &jward T,c ]ng, Attorney a[ Law, in ]e[ter to ~borah Lamb, Trade counsel,  senate committee  on Finance, May 24, i 991. Note that this

percentage ha~ not significantly shifted since  1990.
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Agriculture
Pumping water for livestock or agriculture
Electric fences
Instrumentation

Rural homes or communities
Powering Ilihts, appliances, and communications equipment
Water heating system circulation pumps

Communications
Telephone systems, including cellular phones and emergency call boxes
Remote fiberoptic Installations
UHFA/HF radio and TV repeaters

Infrastructure
Parking lot and street lighting
Highway and railroad sign and signal Iighting
Cathodic protection of e.g., bridges, pipelines
Navigational aids e.g., beacons, buoys, Iighthouses, tower warning Iights
Environmental monitors e g , meteorological, water level, and environmental quality

Transmission and distribution equipment for electric and gas utilities
Sectionalizing switches
End-of-feeder support
Dynamic thermal rating sensors
Pipeline flow meters and valve actuators
Medical and health care (remote medical clinics)
Refrigerators and freezers for vaccines and other medical supplies
Equipment for sterilizing medical Instruments
Improved Iighting
Backup power and emergency communications

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1995

plied Research Program, to develop the funda-
mental design tools for advanced wind turbines.

RENEWABLE ENERGY SYSTEMS
Three different renewable energy systems are ex-
amined here. These are systems for remote ap-
plications, utility applications where large-scale
renewable energy plants are integrated into the
grid, and distributed utility applications of small-
scale RETs.

| Remote Systems
Even relatively expensive renewable energy
technologies can be cost-effective today in a vari-
ety of remote—at a distance from the existing
electricity grid—applications (table 5-1 ). Their
cost-effectiveness in particular applications is de-

.-

termined by the extent to which they reduce the
use of fossil fuels that have to be hauled in at con-
siderable expense or avoid the installation of cost-
ly transmission lines to provide power from the
electricity grid.

These remote applications are a high-value use
that is beginning to provide an important early
market for RETs. Remote applications provide
manufacturers a means to develop a distribution
and maintenance infrastructure, important in-
formation about how best to design and market
products for a particular area and application, and
a network of contacts and loyalties. Similarly, re-
mote applications provide users the opportunist y to
test these technologies; train personnel; gain early
technical, managerial, and operational experi-
ence; and build confidence in the technology. For
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example, remote app ications have been the pri- is avai able may not match the application re-
mary market for developing the PV industry and
have provided much valuable experience for both
producers and users.

Improved understanding of the structure of the
market for remote applications is very important
in order to map an evolutionary path for the devel-
opment of corresponding renewable technologies.
For example, for a particular RET at a specific
price: how large is the market and what are the key
market opportunities; what factors determine the
purchase of a particular RET (such as a PV light-
ing system); and what productivity gains and fi-
nancial returns might be realized by using a
particular RET (such as for agricultural water
pumping)? Increased analytical effort is necessary
for these factors to be adequately understood and
an effective national strategy for remote applica-
tions—particularly in developing countries—to
be developed. Given the limited resources of most
renewable energy firms, public-private collabora-
tion may offer a useful means of proceeding.

Remote applications require complete energy
systems, which provide electric power (and ener-
gy services) when it is needed and in the form
needed—at the specified voltage, current, and
quality 67  of power required by the application. In

contrast, many of the individual technologies de-
scribed above, particularly the solar and wind
RETs, provide alternating current (ac) or direct
current (de) at some voltage-depending on the
particular technology—when the resource is
available. The form of power and the time when it

quirements.
Renewable energy systems typically consist of:

1 ) a RET to gather the energy resource and gener-
ate electricity; 2) a power conditioning unit to
convert the electricity to the desired current (dc or
ac), voltage, and quality needed for the applica-
tion: 3) backup equipment (i.e., storage such as
batteries or a generator such as a diesel engine68)
to provide power when the renewable resource
(such as wind or sun) is not available; and 4) con-
trol equipment to do all of this safely and efficient-
ly.

The design and cost of these system compo-
nents depend on the specific application. A PV
water pumping system may need little or no back-
up while a PV lighting system may operate com-
pletely off battery storage.

Three primary considerations determine the
relative size of the backup (storage or other) ca-
pacity: 1) the timing and size of the powerdemand
(the load curve); 2) the availability-day-night,
weather-related (cloudy or windy days), or sea-
sonal-of the resource (intermittence); and 3) the
acceptable risk of not having power (the reliabil-
ity). These factors are interrelated.

Remote loads can be served either by extending
transmission and distribution (T&D) lines from
the existing electricity grid or by onsite genera-
tion.69 Grid extension is a large fixed investment
that is relatively insensitive to the load and that in-
creases with distance .70 In contrast. the cost of re-

67 High.qua]jty ~wer has ~ nearly  sinusoi~a]  $Ing]e-frequency  (i.e.,  60 Hz) waveform (with few harmonic frequencies); little varia[ion in

average voltage; no voltage spikes or switching transients (sudden changes in the voltage waveform due (o the switching of certain power elec-

tronic devices in the power conditioning unit); or other deviations. High-quality power is important to prevent damage to equipment; to prevent
interference with communications, computer, or other equipment; and to ensure efllcient  operation.

~~ Renewable \ystems coupled with conventional  engine generators are usually called hybrid systems.

69 See,  e,g,, J,E, Bigger and E.C. Kern, Jr., ‘“ Earl J,, Cost- Effective Photovoltaic  Appl i cations for Electric Utilities,” paper presented at Soltech

90, Mar. 21, 1990,  Au\tin, TX; and M. Mason, “Rural  Electrification: A Review of World Bank and USAID Financed Projects,” background
paper for the World Bank, April 1990, p. 27.

70 Most of the cost  in Putting the system into place is in the power  poles, labor, right-of-way, and so forth. In a particular case, typiCally less

than roughly 10 percent of the total cost is determined by the wire or the transformers-i. e., the load-carrying capability.
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Cost ($/kWh)
100

10

1

0.10

0.01 L

T&D extension

Renewable
Engine

10 100 1,000 10,000 100,000
Load (kWh/year)

mote generation is little affected by distance from
the grid and scales directly with the load. For a
particular load, at some distance+ ailed the
break-even distance—the cost of grid extension
exceeds that of remote generation.

Onsite generation is most commonly done
today by a small diesel or gasoline engine coupled
to a generator. This technology has a relatively
low initial cost, is widely available, can be
installed anywhere, and uses a familiar technolo-
gy. It is dependent on fossil fuel, however, which
may be difficult and expensive to transport to the

site. Consequently, for a range of conditions a par-
ticular RET will have lower total costs to generate
electricity y.

In many cases, hybrids consisting of a RET and
battery storage system backed up with an engine
generator can be considered. This can reduce the
need to oversize the RET and battery storage to
handle extended periods without any renewable
energy input, improves reliability, and reduces the
high cost and unreliability of transporting large
quantities of fuel to the site for a generator alone.

These alternatives-T&D extension or on-site
generation by engines or renewable systems--can
be compared in several ways, as shown generical-
ly in figure 5-4. The cost and performance tradeoff
between these alternatives is determined by the
load, the distance to the site, and a host of other
factors. Estimation of the cost and performance of
specific remote power projects must include site-

:ost ($/kWh)

1

0.1
1 10

Distance of T&D extension (km)
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specific factors and current RET costs using one
of the many computer packages or design hand-
books available.71 System reliability depends on
the local renewable energy resources, the RET,
and its backup, compared to the likelihood of
T&D lines being downed, or to the reliability of
both the engine generator and the fuel transporta-
tion infrastructure.

Industry
The PV industry relies almost exclusively on re-
mote applications for its sales (chapter 7). Seg-
ments of the windpower industry, such as Bergey
Windpower, Northern Power Systems, and World
Power Technologies, also concentrate on remote
markets and have numerous turbines in the field.
Similarly, some solar thermal firms see remote ap-
plications as an important market opportunity and
are specifically developing RETs for this market.
An example is the 7-kW dish stirling system being
developed by Cummins Power.

| Utility Systems
RETs have unique characteristics that present
both problems and opportunities when integrated
into an electricity grid. These include intermitten-
ce, power quality, site specificity, and modularity.

Intermittence
Use of intermittent renewable resources—such as
solar and wind energy-offsets fuel use by con-
ventional generating technologies. In addition,
iRETs can reduce the need for conventional gener-

--0.05 0.5 5
Distance of T&D extension (km)

NOTE At high levels of power demand and ‘or relativelyshort distances
from the utility grid, T&D grid extension can be the lowest cost option

conversely at low levels of power demand and/or longer distances from
the utility grid a stand-alone RET such as a PV system can be the lowest

cost option The upper line assumes a high cost of grid extension

($1 5,000/km) and a low Installed cost foraPVsystem($6000/kW), the
lower line assumes a low cost for grid extension ($7,500/km) and a high
Installed cost for a PV system Parameters are the same as in figure A

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment 1995

ating capacity. The factors that determine how
much reduction is possible include:72

| The match between the renewable resource and
the local utility peak loads. Good matches,
such as PV or solar thermal matching summer
air conditioning demands,73 have higher capac-
ity value.

71 See e ~,, pho[ovo][alc  Design As~is[ance Center, Srand-A/one Photmcdraic  Sv.rtems: A Handbook of Recmnmerrded Design praclices,,.
SAND87-7023 (Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories, November 1991 ). The National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden,
CO, I\ al~o developing such tools.

72 See, e.g., Yih-hue]  Wan and Brian K. Parsons, Fac!ors Rele\ant  to Utility Integration of lnrerrnittent Rene\\ablc Technologies, NREIJ
TP-463-4953  (Golden, CO: National Renewable Energy Laboratory, August 1993); Michael J. Grubb and Niels I. Meyer, “Wind Energy: Re-
\ource\, S} ~tem~,  and Regional Strategies, ” in Johansson et al. (eds. ), op. cit., footnote 3; Henry Ken y and Carl J. Weinberg, ‘“Utility Strategies
for U\ing Renewable,” in Johansson  et al. (eds.),  op. cit., footnote 3; Adrianu$  Johannes  Maria Van Wijk, Utrecht University, “Wind Energy
and Electricity Production,” 1990; and M.J. Grubb, “The Integration of Renewable Electricity Sources,” Ener~y Policy, September 1991,  pp.

670-688.

TS AS stmctures  ~d their sumoundlngs tend to warmup over a period of time, peak air conditioning loads occur in the aftemOOn, generally

after the peak solar resource, and also depend on the humidity.
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m

■

■

The level of iRET penetration into the grid.
High levels of penetration may tend to saturate
their potential capacity value.
Geographic diversity. Gathering renewable en-
ergy over a large area can moderate local fluc-
tuations and increase capacity value.
The match between different renewable energy
resources. Wind and solar, for example, may
complement each other in some areas and pro-
vide capacity value that individually they could
not.

The extent to which an iRET can offset conven-
tional capacity helps determine its economic at-
tractiveness. Some utility planning models and
policies, however, may not fully credit the iRET
with potential capacity savings. Although further
study of the capacity value of iRETs is needed,
there are many cases today where a reasonably ac-
curate value can be determined.

The variability of intermittent renewable may,
in some cases, complicate utility operations by re-
quiring greater cycling up and down of conven-
tional generation equipment (load following) in

74 wan  ~d parsons, op. cit., footnote 72.

75 Kelly and Weinberg, op. cit., footnote 72.

order to meet demand. (See box 5-3 for a discus-
sion of utility operations.) This may require op-
eration of conventional equipment at lower (and
less efficient) loads in some cases and may in-
crease wear and tear. The same factors as above—
the match with the load, penetration level,
geographic diversity, use of complementary re-
sources, and others-can all influence the amount
of cycling necessary. Experience with wind farms
in California has shown that the electric utility
system can operate normally when 8 percent of the
system demand is met by wind.74 Further, some
modeling suggests that intermittent could pro-
vide much higher fractions of utility capacity

75 Improved under-without causing difficulties.
standing of these factors will be very important.

The intermittence of wind and solar can be
moderated or circumvented by using natural gas
or other fuels or stored resources (such as hydro-
power, compressed air, and batteries) to provide
backup power. Solar thermal parabolic trough
plants in California, for example, use natural gas
backup to provide dispatchable peaking power.76

Other combinations include natural gas hybrids
with biomass or geothermal, biomass cofired with
coal, and wind coupled to compressed-air energy
storage or pumped hydro. The feasibility and cost-
effectiveness of these or other hybrids depends on
the particular case.

At high levels of penetration, the intermittence
of some RETs may complicate utility planning
and operations, but it is a challenge that utilities
are familiar with in form if not in degree. Utilities
now deal with a variety of plants using different
resources—such as coal, oil, gas, nuclear, hydro,
and municipal solid waste—with varying availa-
bilities—for example, from baseloaded nuclear to
gas peaking. Utilities have well-developed proce-
dures for ensuring system reliability and efficien-
cy with the current wide mix of resources and
generation technologies.

lb me ~mount of natural gas [}lat cm be used is limited by Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act regulations.
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Power Quality
Concerns have been raised that renewable energy
equipment could disrupt the quality of power pro-
vided by the electricity grid. These problems have
largely been overcome. For example. some older
RETs, particularly wind turbines, used induction
generators, resulting in large reactive power77 that
can create problems on the electricity grid if not
adequately corrected.78 The current generation of
variable-speed wind turbines avoids this problem
and can actually reduce the amount of reactive
power on the grid.

Some RETs, particularly PVS and advanced
variable-speed wind turbines, use electronic pow-
er conditioners to convert dc or variable frequcncy
ac to 60 Hz ac power. Early generations of equip-
ment to do this could cause unwanted harmonics,
switching transients, or other power quality
problems that could reduce efficiency, shorten
lifetimes of equipment, or interfere with com-
munications and computer equipment. Extensive
experience at a number of sites in the United
States and other countries has shown that well-
designed equipment can avoid these problems.79

With a large penetration of RETs into the grid,
particularly small distributed units, power flow
could be reversed in some segments from the
direction originally intended. This can potentially
cause problems with equipment protection de-
vices; these may need to be modified or replaced
over time.

In some cases, RETs distributed throughout a
electricity grid can continue to generate power
even when the primary power from the central sta-

tion is lost (such as when a power line is down).80

This poses potential safety problems to utility
workers trying to repair downed power lines that
they do not expect to be energized (or raises costs
if they have to work on live lines), and it poses po-
tential equipment problems when the downed
lines are reconnected.

Site Specificity
Renewable have mixed impacts on electricity
transmission and distribution requirements due to
their highly diverse nature. Renewable installa-
tions such as geothermal, biomass, solar thermal,
and wind are often tens of megawatts to 100 MW
or more in size and are often located at a distance
from populated areas. To transport the power they
generate to load centers may require a long trans-
mission line extension just to reach an existing
transmission line as well as upgrading the trans-
mission system. Developing T&D systems for
RETs can significantly raise overall costs. In con-
trast, although coal or nuclear plants may be lo-
cated at a distance from their load center, they can
often be located to minimize additional T&D
costs.

Further, for iRETs such as wind or solar ther-
mal, the T&D system will operate at a relatively
low-capacity factor-carrying little power for ex-
tended periods when there is little wind or sun-
shine. but sized for the full rated power generated
when winds or sunshine are strong. These low-ca-
pacity factors raise the relative T&D costs for
these systems. In some cases, backup with other

77 Reactive power,  in this case,  is ~au~ed  b} the ~rea[i~n and col]apse of magnetic fields  in the induction generator as It generates 60-cycle

power.

78 Conectlon  i \ r~~di ] ~, done, for C,xanlp]e,  by Uiing large bilnks of capaci torf. There i~ [I cost associated with this. however.

79 John J, ~lura, “Rc\i&ntl~]  Photo\ Oltai  Cs. “ in Ptwto\c)l(u[ts:  iVeII Oppor(unific \ for U[ilifie.j,  DOE CH 10[)93- 1 I 3 (Washington, DC:
U.S. Department of Eherg~, July 1991).

xc) In [he longer [erlll, this  mav IX a de~irable  ch~rac[eri~tic  ai it could impro) e the rclitibility of proi iding power [0 customers in that area,.
even with the rnfiin power cut off.
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generation systems or with energy storage sys-
(emsg] may be cost-effective in raising these low
T&D capacity factors.

In contrast, small-scale renewable such as
small wind, PVs, and dish stirling can be widely
dispersed within the utility service area and may
then be able to reduce peak loading on the T&D
system, increasing reliability and reducing T&D
investment and other costs (see below).

Reliability
Renewable may have mixed impacts on system
reliability. The often smaller size of renewable
generating units, such as biomass, geothermal,
and wind, compared with conventional coal, nu-
clear, or other units, could increase reliability be-
cause loss of a small unit poses less of a threat to
the system. Similarly, very small units distributed
throughout the utility service area (see below) can
potentially increase reliability. On the other hand,
iRETs may, in some cases, increase cycling of
conventional equipment and thus raise the likeli-
hood of reliability problems, at least until these re-
sources and their integration into the electricity
grid are better understood and until automatic dis-
patch incorporating intermittent renewable is
well developed.

The relatively small, modular size and rapid
installation times for many RETs also means that
capacity can be added as needed rather than in
large lumps as with conventional powerplants.
This can reduce the risk of building a large power-
plant, beginning many years in advance, that may
or may not be needed when the plant is completed.
Advanced gas turbines and fuel cells, however,
also provide the advantage of modular, relatively

small units and are substantially eroding this ad-
vantage of renewable.

|Distributed Utility Systems
In the conventional utility, power is generated at
central locations and is transmitted to users
through long-distance transmission lines, substa-
tions, and  distribution lines. In recent years, utilit y
systems have increasingly included smaller scale
( 10s of MWs) generation by nonutility generators.

The distributed utility (DU) concept82 would
take this trend substantially further, spreading
very small generators (kWs to MWS) throughout
the utility T&D system. In the DU, the central util-
ity is still likely to provide a large share of the
power as well as ensure overall system integrity.
The distributed generation equipment will pro-
vide important supplemental and peaking power.
Potential generators include PVS, dish stirling,
wind systems, and other RETs at sites-depend-
ing on the technology—such as rooftops, local
substations, and transmission rights-of-way. En-
gine generators or fuel cells, perhaps fueled with
natural gas, may be strong competitors for these
DU applications.

The DU concept is based on several simple, but
important issues:

■ T&D is a growing share of the total cost of util-
ity systems due to increasing costs such as for
rights-of-way and construction, and declining
construction of baseload plants.

| T&D systems are often substantial] y underuti-
lized most of the time, operating only briefly at
high loads83 (see figure 5-5). Sizing T&D sys-
tems to handle these brief periods of high de-
mand is expensive. Locating small generators

~ 1 A J Cava]]o  et a]., center  for Energy and Environmental Studies, Princeton University, “Baseload  Wind power from the Great plains fOr. .

Major Electricity Demand Centers,” March 1994.

82 me distributed Utl]ity concept has ken examined extensively in Electric Power Research Institute, National Renewable Energy Labora-

tory, and Pacific Gas and Electric, “Distributed Utility Valuation Project,” August 1993; RR. Barnes et al., The Integrurion  ofRene]t’able  Energy

Sources in/o E/ecwic PowerDi.~rribulion  Systems,  2 VOIS.,  ORNL-6775 (Oak Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge National Laboratory, June 1994); and Elec-
tric Power Research Institute, Ad~ancemerrts  in Integrating DMS and Distributed Generation and Storage into T&D Planning: Proceedings

from rhe Third Annual Workshop, EPRI TR-104255  (Palo Alto, CA: September 1994).

83 In pm,  this may ~ due to zoning regulations as they tend to concentrate similar loads—residential, commercial, industrial-in the same

areas.
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close to demand may reduce peak loads on the
T&D system, improving capacity utilization.
This is particularly important where peak loads
are approaching T&D capacity limits. In this
case, investment in local generation might
cost-effectively allow a delay in upgrading the
T&D system.
Most (perhaps 95 percent) customer service
problems-outages and power quality--occur
not at the generating plant but in the distribu-
tion system. Distributed generation may reduce
these problems with substantial economic
benefit. 84

Environmental and other regulatory constraints,
such as siting, are increasingly significant for
conventional powerplants in some areas. These
constraints may be less for many small, envi-
ronmentally benign RETs.

For these and other reasons, interest is growing
in the distributed utility as a potentially useful tool
for improving overall utility cost and perfor-
mance. Following analysis of the potential of dis-
tributed generation,85 Pacific Gas and Electric
(PG&E) installed a 500-kW PV plant near Fresno,
California, as part of the PV for Utility Scale Ap-
plications (PVUSA) project. The plant was in-
tended to generate energy, contribute capacity
value, delay investment in substation equipment,
and improve system reliability. Initial field data
have confirmed a value of at least $2,900/kW of
installed PV capacity.

86 Other utilities have calcu-
lated values for DU equipment ranging from less
than $2,000/kW to more than $ 10,000/kW at vari-

1

NOTE A typical local T&D system carries a high load for only very short

periods of the year For example, the figure here shows that the local
T&D system may carry a load 60 percent or more of its maximurn capac-
ity for just 10 percent of the year corresponding to rare peak demands

such as due to air conditionmg loads during summer heat waves In
contrast, the overall generation system carries a much higher load
throughout the year The low capacity factor of the local T&D system

opens the opportunity of using distributed generation to meet the rare

peak loads and thus reduce the investment necessary in the T&D sys-
tem

SOURCE Joseph J Ianucci and Daniel S Shugar, “Structural Evoltion
of Utlity Systems and Its Implications for Photovoltaic Applications, ” pa-
per presented at the 22nd IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists Conference,
Las Vegas, NV, 1991

ous sites.87 In comparison, a typical coal-fired

central station powerplant has a capital cost of
roughly $ 1,500/kW.88 Thus, the value of distrib-

— .-
~~ Narain  G. Hlngorani and Karl E, Stahlkopf, “High Power Electronics,” Scien/ijc  American, November 1993, pp. 78-85; and A.P.  Sangh-

vi, Elec[ric Power Research Institute, “Cost-Benefit Analysis of Power System Reliability: Determination of Interruption Costs,” Report

EL-6791, 3 VOIS., April 1990.

X5 D.S. ShugM,  “photovo]taic~ in the Uti]ity Distribution System: The Evaluation of System and Distributed Benefits,” paper presented at

the 21st  IEEE PV Specialists Conference, Kissimmee, FL, May 1990.

~~ ~e]lmlnary data show a plant  peak power  availability of 82 percent, annual and peak load reductions in power output losses  of 5 Percent

and 8 percent, a four-year extension of transfomner  life, and a 12-year extension of transformer load tap changer life. Other potential benefits
now being evaluated have a predicted value of an additional $3,000/kW.  See Paul Maycock, “Kerman Grid Support Plant Provides Twice the
Value of Central PV,” PV New’s,  vol. 13, No. 6, June 1994.

87 ,,~onomlc Evacuation of pV-Grid Suppon  is Changing,” Solar lndusrry Journal, Srd quafier~ 1994.

~~ Note that this cost is not exactly Comparable as it does not include fuel costs and ceflain  other factors.
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A grid-connected PV powerplant in California.

uted generation equipment can be much higher
than that of central station powerplants. This
creates a potential high-value market niche for
technologies such as PVS that can be used in dis-
tributed generation applications.

PG&E and others have done subsequent analy-
ses to identify promising areas for installing PVS
for DU grid support, and the potential appears to
be quite large.89 For example, the Utility Photo-

voltaic Group estimated the market for distributed
PV capacity at more than 8,000 MW at an in-
stalled price of $3,000/kW.90

Many questions remain, however, about how to
plan, build, interconnect, and operate such a sys-
tem while maintaining reliability and perfor-
mance. Similarly, little is known about the range
of conditions for which the DU might be econom-
ic, or how to find and evaluate such opportunities.
Screening, planning, and evaluation tools need to
be developed, particularly with sufficiently fine
detail to capture the technical and financial bene-
fits and costs of DU technologies on the local level
while still providing a sufficiently broad scale to

evaluate systemwide effects. Much technical
development is also needed, such as hardware,
software, and communications equipment for au-
tomating the DU. Field demonstrations are need-
ed to validate these analyses and technologies.

It may also be possible to use intelligent con-
trols to integrate PV or other RET power genera-
tion with the use of household appliances such as
air conditioners and with the local electric utility.
Some household appliances might be controlled
by how much renewable energy was being sup-
plied. If a passing cloud cut off PV output, certain
appliances could also be shut down temporarily.
Such devices could be easily integrated at low cost
into adjustable-speed electronic drives now enter-
ing the household appliance market.91 The devel-
opment of standard protocols among appliance
and other manufacturers is needed for such control
systems to be developed and widely implemented.
Such intelligent controls would also provide valu-
able demand-side management (DSM) capabili-
ties to the local utility.

Recent work on the DU concept has been moti-
vated, in part, out of interest in the potential of
RETs. Space at urban substations is at a premium,
however. RETs such as PVS maybe less practical
at some of those sites than compact energy storage
and generation systems—particularly if these sys-
tems are only operated for short periods during the
year to reduce T&D system peak loading. Rooftop
PV systems scattered throughout the area maybe
desirable for high-penetration levels of DU systems.

OVERCOMING BARRIERS
The use of RETs for the generation of electricity is
growing, but further action is needed to bring

89 power distribution areas were exanlined,  first (O dete~ine where there was a good match between the local load ~d the local solar re-

source and, second, to determine which of those areas are at or near their T&D capacity limits. These screens selected areas in PG&E’s  service
territory with some 120 MW of load. Daniel S. Shugar et al., “Photovoltaic Grid Support: A New Screening Methodology,” Soiar  Today, Sep-

tember/October  1993, pp. 2 I -24.

~o “DOE ~d (J[i]ities,” NREL: PV Working wi/h /ndus(ry,  fall 19%  P. 1.

~ [ Salnuel  F, ~a]dwtn, “Energy -Efficient Electric Motor Drive Systems, “in Thomas B. Johansson  et al. (eds. ), EIectriciry:  Eficien/  End-Use

und NW Generatwn  Technologies, und Their Planning Irnplicurion.s  (Lund, Sweden: Lund University Press, 1989).
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RETs into widespread use and must be tailored for
particular classes of RETs.92 This section dis-
cusses ways to make RETs more cost-effective
and to encourage their use.

| Research, Development, and
Demonstration Needs

Opportunities for RD&D in individual technolo-
gies as well as in remote, utility, or distributed
utility systems are briefly sketched above. Over-
all, no insurmountable technical barriers have yet
appeared that might prevent RETs from maturing
into broadly competitive energy resources, but
much RD&D remains to be done.

Federal RD&D funding for RETs has increased
over the past several years, after a decade of declin-
ing and/or low budgets. Most of this support is fo-
cused on developing the technologies themselves
and, in a few cases, improving associated manufac-
turing technologies. Additional support for high-
priority RD&D of these technologies, balance of
systems equipment, and manufacturing technolo-
gies could allow more rapid development.

Few utilities have been actively involved in the
RD&D or commercialization of RETs.93 The total
RET R&D budget for the Electric Power Research
Institute was just $9 million in 1993—2.8 percent
of its budget.94 EPRI did, however, provide im-
portant continuity in funding for RETs during the
1980s when the federal government cut back.
More recently, pressure to generate near-term re-
sults has forced EPRI to reduce its longer term
RD&D portfolio in areas such as PV.

Demonstration programs have often been one-
of-a-kind and generally limited to very low-cost
systems. Necessarily larger scale systems. such as
integrated biomass gasification advanced gas tur-
bine systems, solar thermal central receivers, and
others have had a difficult time obtaining private
or public support due to their size and cost. For ex-
ample, development of advanced bioelectric sys-
tems might typically progress from the R&D
phase to a $1 O-million pilot demonstration unit, to
a $50-million engineering development unit, to a
$200-million pioneer plant, followed by commer-
cialization. The level of public support could be
reduced at each stage, but would still be substan-
tial even for the pioneer plant. However, such
demonstrations are essential to eventual commer-
cialization.

Private cofunding of such demonstrations is a
key element to their eventual success. Utilities,
however, may be discouraged by state regulators
from trying new technologies as this could risk
ratepayer funds. In response, some have proposed
that a “safe harbor” be provided utilities that
choose to experiment with and invest in RETs so
that they can be assured of recovering their costs
as long as they have acted responsibly. Currently,
utilities face numerous risks—technical, finan-
cial, regulatory—in developing RETs. Even with
the most careful management of a new technology
program, the utility may face cost disallowances.
Such risks may seriously constrain a utility’s abil-
ity and willingness to try new technologies. Safe
harbor rules would provide a mechanism to allow
such experimentation .95

92 Technologies [hat are relatlve]y immature primarily require RD&D. Premature commercialization might fail to reduce costs sufficiently

to attract a large market, and strand the technology at high costs with insufficient revenue to adequately support further development.

93 Detailed reviews of difficulties in considering renewab]es  within the utility framework are provided by National Association of Regulato-
r-y Utility Commissioners, Committee on Energy Conservation, Subcommittee on Renewable Energy. ‘“RcnewabIe Energy and Utility Regula-
tion,” April 10, 199 1; and Hamrin and Rader,  op. cit., footnote 7.

94 Electric power Research Institute, “Research, Development & Deli\ery plan 1993- 1997,” January 1993.

95 David Moskovi[z,  “Renewab]e  Energy:  Barriers and  opprtmi(ies:  Walls  and Bridges,” paper prepared fOr the World  Resources Insti-

tute, July 1992.
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Increasingly competitive electricity markets,
particularly the possibility of retail wheeling,96

may make such alternatives as safe harbors more
difficult to develop (see chapter 6). For example,
some argue that ratepayer-funded RD&D may be
anticompetitive because it may strengthen utili-
ties vis-a-vis independent power producers that
have no such access to ratepayer funds.97 Indepen-
dent power producers, however, are investing
very little in RD&D. Electricity sector restructur-
ing also appears to be significantly reducing
RD&D. The California Energy Commission, for
example, estimates that RD&D in advanced-gen-
eration technologies by California Investor
Owned Utilities will decline 88 percent in 1995,
compared with 1993; overall RD&D will decline
by 32 percent compared with 1992.98 Alternative
RD&D funding mechanisms may therefore be
needed to ensure the long-term technological
vitality of the electricity sector.

Regardless of how they are supported, demon-
strations of these technologies are very important.
Relative to conventional technologies, data on cost

and performance, experience, and siting of RETs is
not adequate. For example, there are no commer-
cial-size, advanced biomass gasification pkmts on
which utility executives can “kick the tires. ” They
are not necessarily biased against these technolo-
gies, they simply have no experience.

R&D is also needed on full-fuel-cycle energy
efficiencies and environmental impacts for vari-
ous conventional and renewable technologies (see
chapter 6). Some of this has been done99 and could
be usefully extended.

Manufacturing Scaleup
key challenge to large-scale RET production

and use is needing a large market to scaleup pro-
duction and thus lower costs, but needing low
costs to develop a large market. Manufacturing
scaleup and the resulting economies of scale and
learning have been widely observed to reduce the
cost of new technologies. ] W

Several recent analyses of PV production for
various periods between 1965 and 1992, for ex-

~b Retai]  wheeling is the theoretical process of a]]owing  individuals the opportunity to purchase their electricity frOm partlCUIN utilities or

independent power producers, thus allowing them to shop around for the lowest price or for other features that they value. This is often crudely
characterized as similar to the individual customer’s ability to shop around for a long-distance telecommunications company. In fact, retail
wheeling of electricity is not well defined and cannot be described by so simple an analogy. For a discussion of these issues, see, e.g., The Elec-

/riciry Journal, April 1994, entire issue; Richard J. Rudden and Robert Ho]mich,  “Electric Utilities in the Future, ” Fm-[nighr/~’,  May 1, 1994, pp.
21 -25; and Public Utili[ies  Commission of the State of Cal ifomia, Order /nstImIinq Rulemaking and Order /nsfi/uring /n~’e.~(iga/ion (San Fran-
cisco, CA: Apr. 20, 1994).

97 See, e.g., public Uti]ltles Commission of the State of California, Division of Ratepayer  Advocates, “Report on Research, Development,

and Demonstration for Southern California Edison Company General Rate Case,” Application No. 93-12-025, March 1994,  pp. 3-3 to 3-4.

~~ California Energy  Commission, Resfr-ucfuring  and /he Fu/ure of Elec[riciry  RD&D, Docket No. 94-EDR-  I (Sacramento, CA: Jm. 31.

I 995).
W see,  e.g., Marc Chupka and David Howa~h,  ReneV%ab/e  L“lectric Generation: An As.~e.s.\ment of Air pd/Ull<)n  pre~’enlic)n  p~tenllal.

EPA/400/R-92’ 005 (Washington, DC: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, March 1992).

1 [~1 See, e.g., Ernst R. Bemd[, The Pracllce  Of EC.onornetricS:  classic and Contemporur~’  (Reading. MA: Addison-Wesley publishing CO.,

199 I); and Linda Argote and Dennis Epple, ‘“Learning  Curves in Manufacturing,” Science, vol. 247, Feb. 23, 1990, pp. 920-924. Indeed, failure
to reali~e expected economies of scale  and learning in new coal and nuclear plants  during the past several decades has been a significant source
of difficulty for the electric utility industry. P.L. Joskow and N.L. Rose, “The Effects of Technological Change, Experience, and Environmental
Regulation on the Construction Cost of Coal-Burning Generating Units,” Rand Journal of Economic. i, vol. 16, No. 1, spring 1985, pp. 1 -27;

George S. Day and David B. Montgomery, ‘bDiagnosing the Experience Curve,” Journal of Marketing, vol. 47, spring 1983, pp. 44-58; and

Martin B. Zimmerman, “Learning Effects and the Commercialization of New Energy Technologies: The Case of Nuclear Power,” The Bell

Journal of Economics, vol. 13, No. 2, autumn 1982, pp. 297-310.
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ample, found that every cumulative doubling of
production reduced real costs to roughly 80 per-
cent of the previous value. 101 This effect could
have a significant impact on PV markets. For ex-
ample, if projected business-as-usual PV market
growth rates of about 15 percent were realized, the
global PV market would be about 1 GW/year in
2010, [f the 80 percent progress ratio continued
over this period. the cost of PV-generated electric-
ity would then be about 10¢kWh. In contrast. if
the market were to grow at an accelerated rate of
35 percent per year, the global market in 2010
would be 18 GW and, with the same 80 percent
progress ratio, the cost of PV electricity y would be
6.5¢/kWh. By one estimate, the additional cost of
such an accelerated development strategy would
be about $5.4 billion (1992 dollars) for additional
RD&D and market support.102 Other estimates
range from $5 billion to $9 billion (see above).
Such a strategy might have significant environ-
mental, international competitiveness (see chap-
ter 7), and other benefits.

Simply producing more PVs, however, will not
necessarily lower costs at an 80 percent progress
ratio. RD&D in technologies, systems, and
manufacturing to achieve such cost reductions
would be fundamental to any accelerated develop-
ment strategy.

The PV Manufacturing Technology Project, a
joint venture between DOE and industry, is in-
tended to reduce PV manufacturing costs. DOE
support for PV manufacturing improvements is
$19 million in fiscal year 1995.

| Resource Assessment
Renewable resources have several defining char-
acteristics, including site specificity, intermitten-
ce, and intensity. These factors. their implications,

and strategies for dealing with them are discussed
above and in chapter. 103

Although resource data are being developed.
additional efforts could provide valuable informa-
tion for potential users. Of particular interest is
more detailed information on site-specific re-
sources, geographic variation for individual re-
sources. and regional correlations between
resources. Further development and dissemina-
tion of analytical tools that can make effective use
of this data may also be of great interest to those
considering using RETs, particularly for deter-
mining the capacity value of iRET resources, and
the impacts of iRETs on utility system operations
and on T&D requirements. Analytical tools for
forecasting renewable resources are also needed.

| Commercialization
Several strategies for helping develop markets in
parallel with manufacturing scaleup were listed in
chapter 1, including developing market niches,
aggregating purchases across many potential cus-
tomers, and more aggressively pursuing interna-
tional markets (chapter 7). One perspective of the
market opportunities for PVs is shown in tigure
5-6, developing gradually from remote systems,
to grid support, peaking, and finally bulk power.
Market development paths for other RETs could
differ.

Remote markets are of particular near- and
mid-term importance for several RETs, including
small wind systems, PVs, and small solar thermal
powerplants. Developing these markets offers the
opportunist y for substantial scale up in manufactur-
ing volume and thus will significantly influence
the evolution of these technologies. Additional re-
search is needed to better understand the remote
power market, including specific applications,

1~1  1 ~c ~,aluci (, f this Progresj  ratio were 80, s 1, and 81,6 percent, depending on the period examined. See Richards, op. cit., footnote 5~;

Cody and TiedJc,  op. cit., footnote 49; and Williams and Tcrfian,  op. cit., footnote 49.

lfj~ wil]lam~ and Terzian, op. cit.. footnote 49.

[[)~For example. \lte \Fclfjclt) requirci extcllil~e ]ong.  ternl  resource evaluation ~d the &Ve]~prneD[  Of appropriate analytical tools such

as geographic information systems. Intermittence} can be addresied  by collecting the energy o~er  a larger geographic area, combining the re-
source w lth other complernenwy  reiources,  or fomling h} brids  with other generation technologies (e.g., fossil, hydm,  biomass) and or storage.
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their number and value, and how to best develop
them.

Grid support (distributed utility) also offers a
substantial near- to mid-term opportunity, but re-
mains poorly understood. Better analytical tools
are needed that can screen for such opportunities,
and more detailed analysis is needed to determine
the full value of these applications. RETs such as
PVs are likely to face significant competition for
these grid support markets from fuel cells, diesel
engines, and other fossil-fueled technologies.

Peaking and bulk power represent huge mar-
kets, but are also more competitive. Fossil power
technologies are advancing and will remain strong
competitors (box 5-1 ). To be competitive, RETs
may need to be appropriately credited for their ac-
tual capacity value, environmental benefits, abil-
ity to lower fuel cost risks, and other advantages,
as well as charged for their disadvantages

compared with fossil fuels. Electricity sector
planning models currently in use may not be easi-
ly adaptable to these or other aspects of RETs,
such as their often small capacity increments or
T&D requirements. Case-by-case inclusion of
these considerations for RETs in the planning
process may carry high overhead; better analytical
tools are needed to allow consideration of these
factors with minimal cost and effort.

Many of DOE’s market conditioning initiatives
are implemented through joint venture project ac-
tivities. Joint ventures, as well as project activities
with decision makers and organizations represent-
ing PV target market sectors, are the major focus
for translating RD&D activities into market im-
pact. Through its joint venture activities, DOE has
demonstrated willingness to share risk with those
that invest in current technology at present-day
prices while committing to high-volume, lower
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cost product purchase in the future. Developing
relationships with stakeholders in this way is an-
ticipated to lead to significant cost reductions
while strengthening the market base for suppliers.

In 1992, the Electric Power Research Institute,
the American Public Power Association, the Edi-
son Electric Institute, the National Rural Electric
Cooperative Association, and approximately 40
utilities formed the Utility Photovoltaic Group
(UPVG) to promote early commercialization of
photovoltaics. In September 1992, DOE agreed to
provide up to $800,000 for the first 18 months of
UPVG’s activities. UPVG and DOE have started
TEAM-UP (Technology Experience To Acceler-
ate Markets in Utility Photovoltaics), a $500-mil-
lion (two-thirds privately financed) joint venture
to purchase 50 MW of PV over six years.

The PVUSA project is a field test of large PV
installations intended to demonstrate the viability
of PV systems in a utility setting. PV-BONUS is a
DOE program that was recently funded as a pub-
lic-private effort to develop cost-effective PV
products, applications, and product-supply and
product-user relationships in the buildings sector.
This sector is expected to be another stepping-
stone to the bulk power market and holds promise
of becoming a substantial market in its own right.
Phase I is a concept development stage, requiring
a minimum 30-percent cost share by the private
participant, and up to $1 million is expected to be
provided for preliminary market assessment and
product development tasks and evaluation in this
phase. Phase II will include product development
and testing, and Phase III will be field demonstra-
tion and performance verification. Overall pro-
gram funding will require 50-percent cost-sharing
by private participants. Total DOE support for
market conditioning activities is $35 million in
fiscal year 1995.

Many people, including policy makers at the
state and federal level, are unaware of how rapidly
the performance and cost-effectiveness of many
RETs are improving, the magnitude of the locally

available renewable resources, or the practical as-
pects of system design, integration, and finance.
For rapidly advancing technologies such as wind
or PV, data two or three years out of date may be of
little value. The lack of information has been a
particularly serious problem at the state regulatory
level where the embryonic renewable energy in-
dustry has not had the resources to present its case.
Most public utility commission staffs tend to be
small and have often not been able to collect and
keep current the necessary information.

104 Equal-
ly important is providing a credible independent
source of information to balance the excessive
claims of some renewable energy advocates. The
decline in federal support for renewable energy
during the 1980s reduced the dissemination of
relevant information in an appropriate format.

Initiatives to support RET commercialization
must take into account change occurring in the
electricity sector (see chapter 6). Restructuring
and greater competition may entail unbundling of
services, thereby opening a variety of market
niches such as grid support. On the other hand,
separation of generation from transmission and

1 ~4 National  ,4ssocia[ion  Of l?egu{atorv  U[lli[}  Commissioners, Committee on Energy  Conservation, Subcommittee on Renewable Energy,.
Rerre\\able Energy’  and UfIIIr}  Regula[/on (Wa~hington, DC: Apr. 10, 1991 ),
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distribution may impede identification and use of
such distributed applications. The net effects of
these opposing forces are unclear.

POLICY OPTIONS
Support for the technical development of RETS in
the electricity sector has been provided for some
two decades and has contributed significantly to
the dramatic improvements in the cost and perfor-
mance of many RETs over this period.

Federal RD&D in RETs has increased in recent
years (see table 1-4 and figure 2 in appendix l-A)
after declining in the 1980s. The focus of present
RD&D efforts is primarily mid- to longer term
RD&D, with some support for public-private,
cost-shared commercialization activities. This
will allow more rapid technical development of
RETs than would occur without federal support,
but RET contribution to U.S. electricity supplies
(now about 11 percent, mostly from hydropower)
is likely to remain a relatively small proportion of
the total over the next 15 years. During this period,
however, this support will help provide the techni-
cal foundation for more rapid expansion of RETs
after 2010. Total nonhydro RET electricity gen-
eration is projected by the Energy Information
Administration (EIA) to increase from about 46
billion kWh in 1993 to 112 billion kWh in
2010. ]05 Such estimates are highly uncertain,
however, and could be far too optimistic or pessi-
mistic depending on the public policies chosen in
the next few years. For example, a focused public-
private effort to develop bioenergy crops in order
to offset farm supports could encourage the devel-
opment of perhaps two to three times as much gen-
eration capacity as is currently projected by EIA
for 2010.

Reductions in RD&D supports for RETs could
save some federal outlays in the near term, but are
likely to significantly reduce the rate of develop-
ment of these technologies. As noted above, the
RET industry is too small to support this level of

RD&D itself, and many potential outside partners
are reducing their RD&D investments, particular-
ly for longer term, higher risk technologies such as
many renewable. Slowing these programs signif-
icantly risks both losing important international
markets to foreign competitors and the sale of in-
novative U.S. RET firms and technologies to
these foreign concerns. If RD&D supports must
be reduced, it will be important to protect core
RD&D activities including public-private part-
nerships to demonstrate technologies.

Strategies that would allow additional cost-ef-
fective applications of RETs to be captured sooner
are outlined below. Adoption of such strategies
could help strengthen U.S. manufacturers in in-
ternational markets (chapter 7), allow a more rap-
id transition to nonfossil forms of energy should
global warming or other factors make this neces-
sary, and diversify energy supplies and reduce ex-
posure to the risk of any future fuel cost increases
(chapter 6). However, these strategies would re-
quire greater federal outlays, depending on the
particular policies pursued. Many of these activi-
ties are relatively low cost and have potentially
high leverage. These include resource assessment,
much R&D, the development of design tools and
information programs, and standards. Demonstra-
tion programs are generally higher cost, but
should be leveraged—as should many other acti-
vities—with public-private partnerships. The ac-
tivities discussed below, for which DOE would
have prime responsibility at the federal level, are
likely to be particularly effective: whatever strate-
gy or budget level is selected, ensuring the maxi-
mum contribution from RETs in the future will
depend on choosing policies with the greatest lev-
erage.

Resource Assessment
Renewable resource assessment and the devel-
opment of appropriate analytical tools is essen-
tial for potential users to identify attractive

I05u,s.  ~ptiment of Energy, Energy  Infoma[ion  ,4dminis[ration,  Annual Energy Outlook, 1995, DOEYEIA-0~83(95)  (waSh@m ~:

January 1995).
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opportunities. The FY 1995 appropriation for
solar resource activities is $3.95 million—up
from the FY 1994 level of $2.2 million. This in-
crease in funding will allow an expansion of the
resource monitoring network, the development
of a more comprehensive database, and support
data integration and geographic analysis.
Additional monitoring sites could improve un-
derstanding of how large the resources are, how
they vary at specific sites and between different
sites, and to what extent different resources—
such as sun and wind—may be complementa-
ry.

106 In turn, this data and appropriate
analytical tools might be used to determine
iRET capacity values, improve utility planning
and operations with iRETs, and provide other
benefits.

Research, Development, and
Demonstration Programs
R&D. Overall program budgets for RD&D are
listed by RET in table 1-4. These supports have
increased from the low in 1990 of$119 million
to a FY 1995 level of about $331 million. ’07
(Half of this increase occurred in 1991 and
1992 following the Bush Administration’s de-
velopment of the National Energy Strategy. )
When this funding is spread across the full
range of RETs, however, these programs con-
tinue to be substantially constrained. Support
for high-leverage R&D opportunities could be
directed to particular RET technologies, bal-
ance of system components, hybrid systems,
system integration, and RET manufacturing
technologies, as discussed above.
Demonstraticns. Demonstrations of larger
scale systems, particularly bioenergy, geother-
mal, and solar thermal central receiver systems,
have not been possible even though they would
have been smaller than many fossil fuel sys-
tems that have been funded in recent years.

■

Such demonstrations have been and must con-
tinue to be driven by private sector interest in
commercializing these technologies, but feder-
al involvement maybe necessary to get projects
under way.
Safe harbors. While the federal government
does not have direct authority to create safe har-
bors for utility or independent power producer
RD&D, it could encourage states to provide
them, provide useful information, or perhaps
provide seed money or tax considerations for
doing so. Consideration might also be given to
other mechanisms to encourage private sector

1~1~  mat is, t. what extent one resource  Increases when the other decreases, thus compensating in part for each others’ na[ural variability.

I ~)T mlj Ok,era]l fun~ln~  level  ~ISO inclu~e~  Some support  for solar building and other activities. Note that a number of activities listed in tie

DOE Solar and Renewable Energy budget are not specifically related to renewable energy and are not included in these budget numbers here.
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RD&D in electricity sector technologies, such
as sectorwide kWh or emissions taxes to sup-
port RD&D and focused tax credits.

| Design, Planning, and
Information Programs

| Design and planning tools. Support, leveraged
with private sector funds, might be provided for
the development of electricity sector design
and planning tools that adequately incorporate
consideration of renewable resource availabili-
ties, RET capacity factors, T&D requirements,
distributed utility benefits, environmental ben-
efits, fuel cost risk reductions, and other fac-
tors. 108 This includes geographic information
systems that enable long-term planning of en-
ergy infrastructure—such as T&D systems or
gas pipelines—to consider potential future sit-
ing of RETs so as to minimize costs of future
infrastructure access. These tools would be of
considerable value to utilities, non utility gener-
ators, public utility commissions, federal poli-
cymakers, and others.

■ Information. Support could be provided for in-
formation programs to develop data, particular-
ly from field studies, and to put it into an
appropriate format for use by policy makers and
others at both the state and federal level. As
noted above, this can encourage use of rapidly
advancing RETs as well as check the excessive
claims of some RET advocates.

| Standards Programs
■ Support might be provided for the development

of technical standards for some equipment.
This might include helping to support the es-
tablishment of control and communications
protocols for use in home and office appliances

and equipment that will allow smart controls to
adjust appliance power demand as needed by
utility demand-side management or distributed
utility programs.

| Finance and Commercialization
Programs

 Market aggregation. Public-private partner-
ships can increase market volume so that
manufacturers can scale up production proc-
esses. Several initial efforts of this type have
been launched, such as the Utility Photovoltaic
Group. More importantly, a longer term
technology development, manufacturing sca-
leup, and market development strategy is need-
ed, perhaps along the lines of what has become
known as "Sustained Orderly Develop-
ment.’’ 109 This would help provide manufac-
turers the assurance that there would be
markets for them to compete for in the future,
and would help them attract capital and scaleup
manufacturing facilities in order to capture
economies of scale and learning. If such a pro-
gram is begun in the near term, additional RETs
will be ready for large-scale commercialization
as the large number of aging U.S. powerplants
retire over the next decade or more.

| Market analysis and development. Overseas
markets for RETs are potentially large, but are
not yet well understood or developed. Support
to analyze these markets and to develop them
through trade missions, trade shows, resource
assessments, technology demonstrations, and
technical assistance could enhance exports and
U.S. production.

■ Power marketing authorities. The federal gov-
ernment could direct the Power Marketing Ad-

10~ Re]atlve]y ]i[(]e has ken done in this area. DOE recently supported, however, the development of such (OOIS  for policy-level  analysis.

See, e.g., U.S. Department of Energy reports: Panel on Evaluation of Renewable Energy Models, Office of Utility Technologies, “Evacuation of
Tools for Renewable Energy Policy Analysis: The Ten Federal Region Model,” and “Evaluation of Tools for Renewable Energy Policy Analy-

sis: The Renewable Energy Penetration Model,” April 1994.

lm See, e.g., Donald W. Aitken, “Sustained Orderly Development,” Solur Today, May/June 1992, pp. 20-22.
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ministrations to develop all cost-effective 110

RETs where practicable.
Federal procurement. The federal government
could more vigorously pursue its mandate to
use cost-effective RETs where practicable..111

CROSSCUTTlNG ISSUES
The importance of electricity throughout the U.S.
economy opens numerous opportunities for cross-
sectoral benefits from the use of RETs. For exam-
ple, RET electricity could provide an early and
important high-value market for bioenergy pro-
duced by the agriculture and forestry sector, be in-
tegrated with building demand-side management
programs. be integrated with building structures,
power electric transport, or provide an important
niche market for fuel cells to be later used in the
transport sector. Smart controls within buildings
and within electric-vehicle recharging stations
might allow much better integration of intermit-
tent RETs into the electricity grid. These opportu-
nities may offer important high-value market
niches for earl y use of RETs that can help leverage
manufacturing scaleup and cost reductions.

CONCLUSION
The development and integration of renewable en-
ergy technologies into the electricity grid poses a
variety of technical, economic, planning, opera-
tional, and institutional challenges. Many of the
technical challenges are being overcome, but
much work remains. The cost-effectiveness of
these systems varies widely. Some technologies
are competitive in bulk power markets today: oth-
ers are competitive only within higher value niche
markets (without crediting their environmental or
fuel diversity benefits). Costs are highly site- and
resource-specific and must be evaluated on a case-
by-case basis. Improved models and methodolo-
gies for evaluating the cost-effectiveness of these
technologies would facilitate this evaluation and
provide better decision making tools for determin-
ing the best use of RETs in the electricity sector.
Development of these technologies will also play
an important role in international markets. in
which competition is becoming increasingly
intense, as countries around the world have begun
to focus on RETs as a key market for the 2 1st cen-
tury.

—
I lo Includlng, e.g., environment], fuel diversity, and other costs and benefits.

11 I For example under [he Depaflment  of Defense pv Implementation  program formed in 1985 some  ~ 1,()[~ cOst-effc~ti\  c applicatl On\ Of

PVS were identified in [he Navy alone which, if fully implemented, would provide net annual wving~  of about $175 million. The majority of

these have reportedly not yet been implemented, with some 3,000 systems installed to date. See, e.g., Sandia  National Laboratories, Pho(o\wl/a  -
Icsf~~r MI///ur}IApplIca( IoY:Y: A Decisions-Maker’s Guide, SAND 87-7016 (Albuquerque, NM: May 1988); Sandia  National  Laboratory, Pho[o
idfalc.j  $~~ern.sfiv  Go~ernmerrr A<qemie.r,  SAND 88-3149 (Albuquerque, IN’M: Ma] 1989);  and John Ryan and Richard Sellers, ““Overconling
lns[itutional Barriers.”’ Solur Today, March April 1992, pp. 18-20.


